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Abstrat
Most networks are inherently prone to failures, and failures do our on a regular basis.
New real-time servies, relying on ontinuous onnetivity, are regularly introdued on
the Internet - requiring new demands to be met, often extending beyond the Internet's
original design goals. Traditionally, reovery has been overed by the IP re-onvergene
proess, whih is a lengthy proess oering reovery time in the range of seonds. In
this thesis IP Redundant Trees (IPRT), a new method for providing IP fast reovery, is
introdued. It is based on the redundant tree approah presented by Medard et.al [1℄,
extended to provide a resoure eient way to populate the reovery Forward Information
Base (FIB) and furthermore, the mehanisms needed to utilize this information in the
forwarding proedure in order to provide loal reovery. IPRT is evaluated through the
use of graph theory in the initial design phases, and simulations on several real and
synthetially generated networks. The evaluation shows that one of the strongest assets
of IPRT is the ability to provide 100 % overage with a minimal and onstant amount of
extra state information in eah router.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Motivation
Over the years, the role of Internet has shifted from sienti use towards ating as a
key ontributor in both business and rereational servies. As servies onverge and
are aommodated by the Internet, the soiety depends inreasingly on the reliability
of omputer networks. An example may be drawn from the healthare industry where
new servies suh as Telemediine and remote diagnostis has stringent requirements on
network reliability as any failure may have serious onsequenes. The versatility of the
Internet Protool (IP) ombined with the popularity and vast deployment of the Internet
has lead to a migration of servies traditionally losely tied to speialized distribution
network. Teleommuniation servies are now being integrated in omputer networks
through VoIP servies and by adding IP apabilities to existing distribution networks
suh as found in UMTS releases 4 and 5. Furthermore, television and radio ompanies
are starting to use Internet as a distribution hannel. It appears that an inreasing
number of ommuniation systems will be using Internet as a distribution hannel.
By moving servies from their old tehnologial platforms and introduing them to
the Internet, new demands need to be met, often extending beyond original design goals.
Old Internet servies suh as e-mail and web browsing require moderate onnetivity,
whereas many of the newly introdued servies require a more ontinuous onnetivity.
This plaes a higher demand on the network in terms of availability and reliability.
With the inreasing popularity and task diversity of the Internet, there is a steady
and signiant growth in the volume of data transported [2℄. In a high-speed network,
a failure may render information obsolete or data lost if the network laks the ability
to quikly reroute tra. Some appliations rely on a robust paket delivery servie,
however, reliability is always desirable and sometimes required. Due to the amount of
servies aommodated by the Internet it is possible that a single node or link failure may
be of negative onsequene. Thus, the growing number of servies, tra volume and the
ever-inreasing dependeny on the Internet magnies the onsequenes of a network failure
and strengthen the need of reliable operation.
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Networks are inherently prone to failures, and they do our on a regular basis in most
networks. Sprint's IP bakbone was analyzed and results show that 20 perentage of the
links had a Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of less than 1 day, and 70 perentage
of the links had a MTBF of less than 10 days [3℄. The failures may originate from a
multitude of reasons and have various sale and severity. They may be either physial
or logial, and arise from either external or internal auses. An example of an external
physial error ould be a able ut, while an internal logial error ould be aused by an
erroneous onguration. Furthermore, not all errors our by aident but are rather the
result of preplanned servie events, e.g. hardware upgrades or large onguration hanges.
Studies as [4℄ and [5℄, show that the single most ommon ause for failure originate
from sheduled maintenane e.g. upgrades, installation or onguration hanges. Other
signiant ontributors to failure were power outages, link failures and hardware (router)
failures, and ombined these unsheduled failures ontribute to about 80 % of all failure
situations. In addition, it is shown that most failures are short lived.
Beause most of the failures are short lived, it seems to be a good idea to implement
reovery mehanisms that are able to deal with all failure situations without reonguring
the whole network. In addition, suh mehanisms may at as a buer providing more time
for the network to properly address the failure when it is long-lived.
Assuring a robust network, routing infrastruture has been in fous for quite some
time and is a widely investigated area. Nevertheless, former reports have been to a large
degree foused on onnetion-oriented networks. However, solutions for traditional IP
networks are not absent. Historially, one of the main goals of the DARPA Internet
Arhiteture was that ommuniation must be able to ontinue despite loss of network
omponents. This was realized through fate-sharing between the ommuniating hosts
and dynami distributed interior gateway protools (IGP). IGP Link State (LS) routing
protools, suh as OSPF or IS-IS are the most adopted IGP. LS routing protools relies
on a periodi ooding of a topology information from eah router in the network. These
messages are then used to form a global view of the topology at eah router and further
ompute the next hop for the tra.
When a link or node failure ours in a traditional IP network a wide IP re-onvergene
is initiated. During this re-onvergene all routers in the network are made aware of the
new topology and subsequently realized in the routing table of all routers. During this
period there may arise inonsistenies where routers disagree on the paths of pakets
as a onsequene of the transition, from the old routing table to the new, that may be
asynhronous between the routers. This may lead to miroloops, a situation where some
tra is sent bak and fourth between two routers in the network. Thus paket drop
may our either through ongestion on links suering from miroloops, depleted time-
to-live in IP headers, or router logi refusing to forward tra arriving on unexpeted
inoming interfaes. Traditionally the re-onvergene period has been a time-onsuming
proess in the order of seonds. For a traditional IP network with an LS routing protool
the duration needed for the network to return to a oherent state, i.e. reovery time,
is equal to the time needed to detet a loal topology hange, e.g. link-is-down, ood a
new Link State Paket and ompute the new routes at eah node. Several solutions on
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how to redue the reovery time have been proposed, and together they address all of the
dierent steps towards reovery.
There are two ways to detet failures in a network; either at the lower level or through
exhange of HELLO messages. Link-level detetion is the faster method of the two, but it
is of limited use as it only detet link failures, i.e. the link may be reported working even
if the router logi has failed. The two methods omplement eah other in terms of fault
detetion time and thus both method are used to identify failures. HELLO messages may
detet both link and node failures but its fault detetion time is bound by the HELLO
intervals. The detetion time an be redued by reduing the interval time. By using both
approahes, the average failure detetion time may be kept as small as possible without
introduing exessive amounts of HELLO messages to the network. Nevertheless failures
may be utuating, i.e. last for only a short period of time, and reporting a failure to
soon or to frequently an lead to route aps and stability issues [6℄.
There has been proposals to redue the response time by reduing the queuing delays of
the LSP tra and use optimized ooding mehanisms (ite RFC4222). The omputation
time has also been addressed with optimizations in the algorithms used to ompute the
new routing tables i.e. inremental routing table updates. However, even with these
optimizations, the IGP onvergene proess might prove too slow for the new Internet
servies, and it is likely that the requirement for reovery time might be in several orders
less of these ahievements. The wide IP re-onvergene is inherently slow beause it only
responds to a failure after it is deteted and requires every router in the network to respond
to the failure. In a reent study[7℄ it was shown that it was possible to ahieve sub-seond
reovery time, in the range of 0.3 - 1 seond. However, this required arefully tuned
parameters; The performane were dependent on the number of nodes in the network,
the topology, the link propagation delays and, when inremental routing table updates
are used, the number of prexes in the network.
In order to meet the new demands in reovery time new methods need to be utilized.
Proative reovery provides a reovery strategy where all the alternative bakup routes
are pre-alulated in advane of any possible failure. It allows the failure to be addressed
loally without the immediate need to inform other routers of the failure and thus pro-
longing the period available to perform the time onsuming global failure signaling and
path alulations. This allows the disruption time to be redued to the time needed to
detet the failure and invoke the reovery rerouting, whih is onsistent with a timeframe
of tens of milliseonds.
IETF has presented suh proative reoverymehanisms in the IP Fast-Reroute Frame-
work, where the reovery is based on single or multi-hop repair paths. The solutions
presented in the framework are similar to MPLS Fast Reroute but the mehanisms for
providing the bakup routes in pure IP networks are neessarily very dierent. In ad-
dition, there has been some work lately on Multi Topology (MT) routing. Where the
design has been foused on reating virtual reovery-topologies upon whih the routing
protools ould at. The main idea being that should a link fail one ould hoose from
one of the virtual topologies and their routing tables not ontaining the failed link and
reroute the tra aording to the seleted topology.
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However, beause most of the researh in the eld of resilient networks has been
foused on providing solutions for onnetion-oriented networks there are relatively few
mehanisms that may address reovery in onnetionless networks. The dierene of
onnetion-oriented networks, and onnetionless networks, i.e. onventional IP networks
is in essene how a path is represented. In onnetion-oriented networks the soure router
have full ontrol on the path a paket will follow through the network, while onnetionless
networks share the responsibility of direting a paket to its destination among all routers
in the network. Thus, the reovery shemes developed for the two kinds of networks will
rely on inherently dierent mehanisms.
One of the solutions that has been developed to be appliable to onnetion-oriented
networks is the redundant tree (RT) model presented by Medard et.al. [1℄. The method
has been presented in onjuntion with both WDM[8℄ and MPLS[9℄.
The main idea of the RT method is to onstrut two direted trees, named red and
blue, in suh a way that in ase of a single node or link failure a soure node is still
onneted to all operational destinations through either the red or the blue tree. Thus,
if a pair of red an blue trees are generated for eah soure node in the network, every
soure node may reah all other operational destinations in the network in the event of
single-failures.
1.2 Important ndings
In this thesis IP Redundant Trees (IPRT), a new method for providing IP fast reovery,
is introdued. It is based on the redundant tree approah presented by Medard et.al [1℄,
extended to provide a resoure eient way to populate the bakup Forward Information
Base (FIB) and furthermore, the mehanisms needed to utilize this information in the
forwarding proedure.
The ore of IPRT is the r/bTables, the reovery FIBs reated by a proedure to extrat
only essential routes from redundant trees while retaining the funtionality and properties
of the trees. The proedure allows a number of FIBs equal to two times the number of
nodes in the network to be redued to a onstant additional state equal to two additional
FIBs at eah node. Thus, it redues the footprint of the RT method in the FIB and may
allow the per-paket signaling to be resoure eetive.
Furthermore, an additional data-struture named Qbit is introdued to support loal
reovery in a onnetionless environment. This is a data-struture that may be merged
with the FIBs or be self-ontained as an addition to the FIBs. It in addition to support
loal reovery Qbit but may also allow the forwarding proedure to hoose the shortest
reovery path if it is available. However, at this point the QoS properties of Qbit is of
limited use as a theoretial gain is proven but the eets observed in simulations provide
only minimal gain.
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1.3 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized in the following manner; In the bakground hapter
general reovery and routing strategies are introdued along with related work. The
main ontributions are found in the hapter named IPRT Design. In this hapter all
nessesary modiations and design hoises needed for RT to be appliable to onventional
IP networks are identied and aounted for. Furthermore, the IPRT tree generator
and the extensions to the J-sim network simulator needed in order to simulate IPRT is
desribed in the implementation hapter. In the subsequent hapter, the network models
key harateristis are identied and alternative methods are aounted for. This is
followed by a hapter where the experiments are desribed, the results obtained from
simulating dierent IPRT enabled networks are shown, and subsequently, the results are
analyzed. In the last hapter the onlusions are presented along with future work.
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Chapter 2
Goals
The prinipal goal for the thesis is to researh appliability of the RT method to on-
ventional IP networks. We set three goals that need to be reahed if the redundant tree
reovery mehanism is to be appliable to onnetionless IP networks:
1. The IPRT mehanism needs to be able to o-exist with normal routing protools in
times of failure-free operation.
2. The method needs to be able to support loal reovery in a onnetionless envi-
ronment. This is beause the use of global reovery would generally be too slow
to ounter any failure before IP re-onvergene nishes, and thus void the use of a
reovery mehanism.
3. The method needs to provide a mehanism for path representation, i.e. represent
the redundant trees. This path representation needs to be unaeted of the re-
onvergene subsequent to a failure.
Another goal of the thesis is investigate if the IPRT method may be applied in a
resoure eient way. The original RT method needs a number of trees equal to twie
the number of nodes in a network to be able to provide preplanned reovery. Memory is
a very expensive resoure in the routers and thus it is a goal to try to redue the memory
footprint of the reovery method.
Furthermore, if it an be proven that the RT method may be applied in onventional
IP networks, a sub goal of this thesis is to investigate the performane of the redundant
trees and see how the method ompares to alternative solutions. I.e. investigate the
length of repair paths and how the reovery tra aets the tra load distribution in
a network during failure.
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Chapter 3
Bakground
In this hapter, general reovery and routing strategies are introdued along with related
work. The dierent methods and approahes to ahieve self-healing networks are pre-
sented and lassied. Furthermore, a short overview of the IP routing algorithms, and
how they may be ongured or altered to provide a better quality of servie, is given. In
addition, the original Redundant Tree (RT) algorithm is presented as well as Menger's
theorem, whih forms the foundation for the qualities found in the RT method. Re-
lated work is also presented, introduing Resilient Routing Layers and the IP fast reroute
framework.
3.1 Classiation of reovery mehanisms
There are many dierent methods and approahes to ahieve self-healing networks, but
they are all generally lassied by three dierent riteria.
Criterion Shemes
Reovery
Protetion
Restoration
Computation
Distributed
Centralized
Sope
Global
Loal
Table 3.1: Classiation
The main riterion, lassifying the dierent reovery mehanisms, is haraterized by
at what stage a reovery is initialized. Protetion shemes are based on the idea of having
pre-alulated alternative paths in advane of any failure, whereas restoration shemes
only alulate new paths after a failure has ourred. As a result, restoration methods
generally require more time to respond to a failure situation, onsequently adding to
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the total reovery time. With protetion shemes, all the alternative paths need to be
registered in the network in advane.Thus, protetion shemes add to the state infor-
mation required in the nodes. Moreover, it is a higher omputational ost assoiated
with protetion shemes beause of the alulation of alternative paths regardless of fail-
ures. With both approahes it might be neessary to reserve additional resoures in the
network, e.g. bandwith. Theoretially, restoration may be able to avoid to reserve the
resoures in advane of a failure and rather adept to spesi topology after the failure
has happened. However the normal approah for both methods is to have the additional
resoures available in advane of a failure, e.g. by overprovisioning router and link a-
paity. Consequently, the hoie between protetion and restoration shemes beomes a
tradeo between router state, omputation, and reovery speed.
The omputation of routes an be ahieved either by a entralized sheme or by a dis-
tributed sheme. Both methods should oer the same amount of onnetions that ould
be restored. Centralized shemes rely on a master to alulate the route for every router
in the network, and allow for a dediated server, and thus redue the required omputa-
tions in nodes. The master must maintain a full global knowledge of the network. This
knowledge of the network topology and available resoures allows for omplex algorithms
to be deployed and may provide an advantage in terms of eient use of resoures. How-
ever, the entralized sheme has an important weakness; if the master server fails or get
sperated from parts of the network - the whole sheme may fail. In addition this solution
requires the server to reeive periodi and timely information on the present topology to
be able to produe aurate and orret results. Distributed shemes are more adaptable
to failures in the network, and allow for greater salability than a entralized sheme.
The major drawbak is that distributed shemes are more omplex. Distributed shemes
need to exhange messages in order to have suient information to oordinate the re-
overy, and the onverging of this information needs to be proven to ensure stability in
the system. As with entralized shemes, the distributed approah may produe inferior
or inorret results if the deisions are based on inonsistent or stale information. In
addition, distributed system adds to the workload imposed on the nodes.
Both entralized and distributed shemes may be used in onjuntion with either pro-
tetion or restoration shemes. However, even in all ombination are possible, entralized
is often used togheter with protetion and distributed are used with restoration. In en-
tralized shemes every enquiry to the master introdue a potential delay assoiated with
retrieving the information. This an aet the initial setup-time of a onnetion when a
protetion sheme is used, e.g. if spei paths are to be signaled to the nodes from the
ingress node. When used with restoration shemes the potential delay adds diretly to
the total reovery time, and thus the ombination is less suited for reovery. Distributed
shemes an be used in onjuntion with either protetion or restoration shemes. As
with entralized shemes there is a potential delay to get the information assoiated with
distributed shemes, but beause of its loal nature the delay is of a lesser degree.
The last riterion divides the shemes by the sope of the reovery. Global reovery
requires the ingress node to have the main responsibility for reovery operations, while
loal reovery relies on a shared responsibility between all nodes in the network. Global
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reovery overs link and node failure by alulating an alternative end-to-end path. The
seondary path may or may not share nodes or links with the primary path. Global
reovery utilizes path rerouting, whih roughly implies tearing down the original primary
path and then reestablish a new end-to-end route. This method has a global nature whih
lets it spread the alternative paths over the entire network, and allows for a better resoure
utilization than loal reovery. Loal reovery lets the fault be handled by the nearest
upstream node of the faulty node or link. The onnetion is reestablished by routing
around a neighbor node or link to avoid the node or link presumed faulty. Furthermore,
link rerouting does not need to utilize signaling to the ingress node, and thus has the
potential to operate on a smaller time frame than global reovery.
3.2 IP Routing
In a traditional IP network pakets generally need to traverse multiple network elements
to reah the destination. To aommodate this movement, routers use a method alled
store-and-forward to transport the paket to the destination. In addition, the responsi-
bility of determining the path is distributed between all the routers in the network. I.e.
when a paket travels from its soure towards the destination, eah router loally deter-
mines the next-hop of a paket and forwards it aordingly. This deision is done for every
paket sine the best route may have hanged sine the previous paket was forwarded.
To be able to forward pakets eah router maintains a forward information base (FIB),
also referred to as a routing table. Eah FIB ontains the next-hop destination for eah
reahable IP prex in the network. Routing is the at of onstruting and maintaining
the FIB, while forwarding is the at of using the FIB to deide and subsequently transmit
the paket towards its next hop.
There are two main ways to provide routing funtionality in a network; trough manual
onguration or through an algorithmi approah. In small and simple networks, it may
be desirable to onstrut the paths manually. This stati and entralized approah works
well in environments where the network tra is preditable and the topology is simple.
In small networks the paths may be relatively easy to design and understand. However,
the method does not sale well as the FIBs may beome umbersome to maintain by
hand, as networks grow in both size and omplexity, speially sine all hanges in the
network or tra patterns need to be addressed manually. Today most routing protools
are automated through routing algorithms whih are distributed and operate in a dy-
nami manner. The protools ongure and adapt the FIB dynamially as destinations
are advertised or disovered, and are thus more robust than stati routing. In addition,
dynami routing algorithms may have an adaptive property where routing deisions re-
et hanges in other aspets than topology hanges suh as hanges in tra patterns.
However, some stati and entralized aspets are still maintained to aommodate tra
engineering.
Generally, all dynami routing protools need to perform some basi operation. One
of these is to observe the loal network parameters. The needed parameters dier between
the routing protools, but typially a router needs to advertise its presene and disover
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its neighbor nodes. This operation also enables the router to disover the state of eah of
it's adjaent node, e.g. if the node is up or down. Other typial network parameters may
inlude link utilization or link delay. The measurement may be ontinuous, triggered
or periodi depending on the desired resolution and response time of the metris and
states. The seond operation involves dissemination of this information throughout the
network to let eah router reate a view of the topology and other desired properties of
the network. The exat method used for a router to inform all routers of it's loal view
of the topology is dependent of the routing protool, but is often ahieved through some
periodi or triggered reliable ooding. This information is stored at eah router, typially
if a dediated data struture other than the FIB is used. Another operation involves
the route omputation. Based on the information gathered and the routing algorithm
used, the routers generate paths with minimum ost towards eah possible destination
(see setion 3.3.1). Finally, if needed, the routers adapt the FIB to reet any hanges
disovered from the last dissemination proess.
Furthermore the dynami routing protools are divided into one of two main families
of routing protools; distane vetor (DV) and link state(LS). Of these two families of
routing protools usually LS is used in onventional IP networks.
3.2.1 Distane Vetor
Distane Vetor routing protools rely on the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm and the
exhange of a small amount of information. Routers running a DV protool are expeted
to maintain a vetor of eah reahable IP-prex in the network and their assoiated ost
and next-hop. Furthermore, eah router must measure its loal network parameters and
update their vetors aordingly. The ost is often a measurement of hop-ount, but
DV allows it to take on any form and there are implementations using other metris
than hop ount [10℄. To disseminate the information eah router sends their vetors to
their adjaent routers whom in turn heks the reeived vetors against their own and
updates it if neessary. This tehnique gives the DV family of protools a loal view
of the topology where no node holds the omplete view of the topology. In addition, the
onvergene time beomes diretly onneted to the network diameter and the timing of
the periodi messages.
The loal property makes DV protools sensitive to omponent failures and inlined
to populating the routing tables with old and invalid route information. Consider a
network with a node A and B, where A is providing the only link towards a subnetwork
and B is a diret neighbor of node A as shown in Figure 3.1. Given a failure on the
link towards the subnetwork, node A would update it's routing table indiating no link
towards the subnetwork. Now suppose node B sends out its vetor before A. A would then
inorretly learn that B has a route to the subnetwork and update it's table aordingly.
This would result in a loop where the ost of reahing the unreahable sub-network would
inrease towards innity.
Several proposals have been proposed to ounter the ount-to-innity problem i.e.
innity-dentions or split-horizon found in [11℄ and [10℄. However the innity-denition
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Figure 3.1: Distane Vetor ost problem
results in a max-hop ount on the paths, and thus imposes a restrition on the max-
diameter of a network. Furthermore split-horizon provides with rules that minimizes
the hanes of looping problems, but only partially solves the problem. Overall the short-
oming makes DV only usable for small networks.
3.2.2 Link State
In Link State (LS) routing protools eah router in the network is expeted to at least
identify its adjaent nodes and distribute this information periodially or triggered to all
other nodes in the network. The information is usually disseminated through a reliable
ooding mehanism providing a guaranteed delivery to all nodes. The nodes store this
information in a Link State Database (LSDB). The reliable delivery of messages and LSDB
provide all nodes in the network with a synhronized global view of the whole network.
This enables LS protools to perform more omplex routing alulations, making it easier
to alulate paths that are more sophistiated. In addition, all the routers ompute the
new paths in parallel.
When a failure ours this may trigger a node to send out a protool data unit (PDU),
i.e. an IP paket ontaining LS routing information, reeting the new topology. Although
miro-loops may our when the LSDB of two nodes are not synhronized they are short
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lived ompared to the failure situation that may be experiened in DV protools. In
addition LS protools provides solutions for hierarhi routing where a network are divided
into several smaller zones, and thus the onvergene time may be redued.
The major drawbak for LS protools is the amount of CPU time needed to ompute
the routing tables. Updates are reeived on a regular basis and thus routers spend muh
time reomputing their FIB. However, muh work has been done in this area, suh as
inremental route omputations and optimized algorithms.
3.3 Default Route Computation
In many of todays routing protools the shortest-path lass of algorithms forms the foun-
dation for route omputation. This lass of algorithms allows eah node to hoose the
paths of minimum distane based on the routing information olleted. There are many
implementations on nding the shortest-path where the most known are the Dijkstra and
the Bellman-Ford algorithms. Dijkstra is often used with LS protools, e.g. OSPF [12℄,
while Bellman-Ford is widely used in DV protools, e.g. RIP [11℄.
3.3.1 Algorithms and metris
Some of the shortest-path algorithms may be used in weighted graphs and allow for both
dynami and stati adaptation to hanges in the network properties, e.g. may be used
for tra engineering. A router may know of several adjaent paths to a destination, and
sometimes the shortest path does not always utilize the network resoures in the most
eient way. A ommon approah to ahieve a higher quality of servie in the routing
protools, is to assoiate a ost with eah link in the network and let the routing prool
ompute the shortest path to eah destination using these ost as length of the link. The
ost of a link is often derived from one or more metris. The metris used are dependent
on the implementation of the routing protool but usually metris as number of hops,
delay, available bandwidth, tra and reliability are used. An example may be found
in OSPF [13℄ where a network engineer may manually assign a ost to eah link in the
network. There are also possibilities to let the routing protool automatily adapt the
ost as found in early ARPAnet [14℄. However, in pratie, metris are mostly assigned
manually as automated assignment may indue route aps or poor overall performane.
Common metris
The most ommon routing metri is path-length. This metri is often measured in the
number of hops needed to reah the destination. However, it is also possible for net-
work administrators to assign weights to eah link in the network, where path-length is
measured in the total weight of a path.
Another ommon route metri is delay. This measures the time required for a paket
to traverse the path from soure to destination. Delay is aeted by many aspets in the
network inluding the physial distane of the path, the bandwidth of the links traversed,
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ongestion, queue length at eah router et. Beause delay reets several important
aspets of a path, it is a ommonly used and very useful metri.
Bandwidth is also a useful metri as it may tell the available apaity of a link. E.g.
when onstruting paths a 100-Mbps Ethernet link would be preferable over an ISDN
line. However, if the faster link has a high load preferred seletion might be reversed
as a result of the load and time needed to aess the link. Thus, it may be useful to
measure available bandwidth instead of the total link apaity. However this requires a
more ative measurement, e.g. trough probing, and the measured results beomes stale
after a relatively short period. Therefore, available bandwidth it is not widely adapted
as a metri, and usually over-provisioning are used as a guarantee against ongestion.
Furthermore, there are ongoing researh to adept the weights on links to enhane the
networks ability to honor inreasing demands in tra and thus provide large parts of
the potential gains of tra enginering through dynamily adapting weight on links[15℄.
3.3.2 Dijkstra algorithm
The Dijkstra algorithm was rst introdued in 1959 [12℄. It allows for omputing short-
est path from a single soure to multiple destinations. In addition it may be used in
onjuntion with non-negative weighted graphs.
There are several implementations of this algorithm. A ommon implementation is to
make the algorithm nd the shortest path from a soure S to any other node in a graph
with nonnegative ars. This is done by iteratively growing the set of nodes of whih it
already know the shortest path. At eah step of the algorithm, the unknown vertex with
the smallest distane is added to the set of known verties. This vertex's neighbors then
get their distane updated to equal the distane of the node being treated plus the link
to eah neighbor weight, but only if this weight is lower than the weight already known
at the neighbor verties. The algorithm then loops and proess the next vertex not in the
known set until all are known. The running time of this algorithm is O(n
2
).
3.4 Connetivity and Menger's theorem
Informally, a graph is a nite set of verties onneted by links alled edges. A graph is
onneted if there is a path onneting every pair of verties, and furthermore two verties
are adjaent if they are onneted by a single edge.
At minimum, the network needs to be link-redundant (two-edge onneted) if one
wants to reover from a link failure, and node-redundant (two-vertex onneted) if one
wants to reover from a node failure; E.g. for a graph to be deemed link- or edge-
redundant, the graph needs to be onneted after removing a single given edge or vertex,
respetively. Artiulation point, or single point of failure, is a point in the network where
a failure would disonnet two parts of the network. Failure in artiulation points annot
be remedied by any of the protetion or reovery shemes.
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Menger's theorem
Let G=(V,E) be a graph and A,B ∈ V. From Menger's theorem it follows that the
minimum number of verties needed to be removed to separate A from B in G is equal to
the maximum number of node-disjoint A → B paths in G. Likewise the number of edges
needed to be removed to separate A from B in G is equal the the maximum number of
edge-disjoint A → B paths in G.
This gives us that for any two verties in a vertex or edge redundant graph there exists
at least a pair of vertex or edge disjoint paths respetively.
3.5 Redundant Trees
The redundant tree (RT) model presented by Medard et.al. [1℄ is a pre-planned protetion
sheme for global reovery. The method is appliable to onnetion-oriented networks,
and has been presented in onjuntion with both WDM[8℄ and MPLS[9℄. Furthermore,
RT utilizes a entralized approah for omputation of the reovery paths, and may be
used to protet against both node and link failures.
The main idea of the RT method is to onstrut two direted trees, named red and
blue, in suh a way that in ase of a single node or link failure a soure node is still
onneted to all operational destinations through either the red or the blue tree. Thus,
if a pair of red an blue trees are generated for eah soure node in the network, every
soure node may reah all other operational destinations in the network in the event of
single-failures.
The onept is shown in Figure 3.2. This gure shows a tive two-vertie onneted
network, and a pair of red and blue trees where A is the root node. The redundant trees
in this example are onstruted to be able to withstand a single node failure. If in this
example, node F were to fail, the blue tree would only provide onnetivity to nodes C
and D. However, with use of the red tree node A would be able to reah the remaining
nodes, B, E and G, and also provide a seond option to reah node D. Similarly, if node
D were to fail, both the red and blue trees would provide onnetivity for node A to the
remaining operational nodes.
The trees are onstruted by gradually growing the onneted nodes from the soure
node S. Informally this is done by onstruting a yli path from the soure node S. By
following the path in opposite diretions, one diretion for eah of the red and blue tree,
the verties are added to the respetive tree. The last link in the yle, i.e. the link that
leads bak to S when following the yli path, is not inluded in either tree. If not all
verties are inluded in the yle the RT method onstruts an arh; a path that start and
end on the yle. In the same fashion as the yli path the arh is traversed in opposite
diretions, and appended to the red and blue tree in suh a way that the last link on the
path is not inluded in the tree. If there is still nodes that are not inluded, new arhes
are onstruted in the same way, starting on a node inluded in the trees, following one
or more nodes not inluded and ending on another node already inluded. The algorithm
used to onstrut the redundant trees is presented in detail in setion
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Figure 3.2: A red and blue tree with root node in A
The RT approah provides some methods for optimizing the performane. By hoosing
the yle and the arhes in dierent ways the paths used for reovery may be altered to
better ahieve a desired behavior. In the algorithms presented in the original RT artile[1℄,
the trees are grown in an arbitrary way. However, there is an ongoing researh by Xue
et.al [16℄ [17℄ to enable the method to make informed deisions when seleting the yle
and arhes, e.g. to minimize delay or ost of reovery paths. In addition, the researh
also fous on optimize the run-time of the RT algorithm.
If the redundant tree model is to be used to protet against node or link failures the
network topology needs to be node- or link-redundant, respetively.
The redundant tree approah is mainly foused on global reovery in networks op-
erating in a onnetion-oriented manner. In [16℄ it is proposed to let one of the trees
represent the working path, e.g. let tra follow one of the trees when the network is
not experiening failures. In ase of a failure, the aeted ows or paths may be moved
to the other three by the soure node.
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3.6 Related work
3.6.1 Resilient Routing Layer (RRL)
The Resilient Routing Layer model presented in [18℄ is based on a protetion sheme with
pre-planned paths for both global and loal reovery. The method utilizes a entralized
omputation of the alternative paths in the implementing phase of the network, and is
used for protetion against both node and link failure.
The ore of RRL is the utilization of a simple global abstration referred to as routing
layers. Eah layer is a subset of the network topology, whih ontains all nodes but only
some of the links in the network. A safe node is a node that only has one link in a given
layer, and that layer is dened as the safe layer of the node. Every node in the network,
if not originally deemed an artiulation point should be safe in at least one layer.
Figure 3.3: An example network. B) and C) represent the layers based on A)
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If RRL is to protet against node or link failures the mapped graph needs to be
two-vertex onneted or two-link onneted, respetively. In ontrast to RT, the RRL
method an still be utilized without modiations even if the network does not meet
these requirements, but this leads to a situation where RRL annot guarantee the fault
tolerane for every node in the network. In addition, there are some requirements to
the operation of the network. In onnetion-oriented networks, eah new layer requires a
new set of paths to be signaled. For a onnetionless network, the paket header should
identify the urrent valid layer. In a failure situation, only pakets on route through
the failed node or link should have their headers updated to a valid layer. When global
reovery is used, the ingress node should know of the entire route of the tra or paket,
and what paths are aeted by the failure. In loal reovery, these requirements are not
neessary as the node will know if any of the adjaent links or neighbor nodes are down.
In addition, the rest of the network will be routed aording to the full topology.
The RRL sheme lays no boundaries on how to produe the layers. However a general
approah is to redue the number of layers by making as many nodes as possible safe in the
rst layer, and furthermore keep trak of artiulation points and safe nodes - and proess
the nodes by removing all adjaent links of a node but one. The nodes are proessed
until all are safe, i.e. to the point when the graph will beome disonneted by removing
another link. Thus, all remaining nodes have beome artiulation points. Subsequently,
the next layer is omputed, where the fous is to make nodes that were not safe or
originally deemed artiulation points safe. To attain more equal routing performane in
the dierent layers, a post-proessing of the layers is performed, where the goal is to
equalize the number of safe nodes in eah layer.
RRL oers two possibilities for optimizing the reovery topology. First, hoosing
whih nodes to be safe in a given layer an be used to reah a desired behavior. When
the number of safe nodes is redued in a safe layer, more links will be freed to be utilized
in the same layer, and thus the average reovery path-length is redued. This may be
used in order to redue the number of safe nodes in a safe layer of a node that is expeted
to fail often. Seond, RRL oers freedom in the number of layers that is to be used.
With more layers, less safe nodes must residue in eah layer and thus more links are freed
leading to a redution in the average reovery path-length.
RRL uses three important observations when proteting against node failures. First,
when a node is in a safe layer, it will not experiene any transit tra. This leads to
the seond observation; whenever a safe layer of a failed node is used, all nodes exept
the failed node are unaeted by the failure. The third observation is that whenever a
node has failed all tra to that node is lost in any irumstane. For link failures, a
somewhat dierent approah is needed. Generally, a safe layer for a link is the safe layer
of a downstream node n. This rule does not omply if the nal destination is n itself and
the failed link is the leaf link of node n. To mend this, one an try to use the safe layer of
the deteting node, but only if the leaf link is unaeted. If this fails, the nal solution
is to use the deteting nodes own safe layer, but deet the tra to another link than
the leaf link. This would guarantee the tra to avoid the failed link.
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3.6.2 IP fast reroute framework
Internet Engineering Task Fore (IETF) is a standardization body that ontributes to the
engineering and evolution of Internet tehnologies. Fast reovery is an important issue
in the Internet, and the Routing Area Working Group (rtgwg), a working group within
IETF, is urrently mapping tehnologies and working on a framework for IP fast reroute
(IPFRR) [19℄.
The main goal in IPFRR is to provide a framework for mehanisms that protet
against link or node failure in onnetionless networks. The repair paths should be lo-
ally determined, and furthermore, the mehanisms should fous on solving failures that
would require multi-hop repair paths. There are also some strong requirements on the
funtionality of the mehanisms developed with this framework. The mehanisms should
not impose any onstraints on the network topology or assigned link ost. In addition
it should never perform worse than existing router onvergene tehniques and provide
o-existene with non-IP fast reroute apable routers in the network.
Repair paths
There are several solutions for providing repair paths in IP networks. In IP fast reroute
framework there are mentioned three general ways; Equal Cost Multi Path (ECMP), loop
free alternate paths and multi-hop repair paths.
ECMP is generally onsidered one of the simpler approahes to provide repair paths.
It is a routing tehnique originally developed for load balaning of the tra among
multiple equal ost paths. In this sheme, the router keeps trak of paths towards a
destination where the ost for eah alternative path are equal. The gathered information
may subsequently be used to disperse the tra bound for a spei destination over
more links. This mehanism may also be used in a reovery situation where one may
route all tra over the paths unaeted by the failure. This solution is very simple and
easy to use as it is ommon for networks to have ECMP shemes deployed. However,
the overage for this solution is not very good beause equal ost paths are not always
available.
To expand the overage of ECMP, loop-free alternate paths may be used. This is
a tehnique for rerouting pakets where the adjaent nodes have a path towards the
destination that is unaeted by the failure. Generally, a loop free alternate path requires
all the nodes in the network to ompute the shortest path trees of their neighbors. Then,
for eah possible adjaent node or link failure, eah node uses the shortest path threes
to nd whih of the neighbor nodes that may have an unaeted path for all possible
destinations. The next-hop reovery neighbors are seleted in suh a way that loops
in the network are avoided. In addition, the sheme proposes several optimizations on
the omputation of the neighbor shortest path trees and reovery paths. This tehnique
extends the overage over the ECMP sheme but as ECMP, it does not provide full
overage. It is antiipated that ECMP and the loop-free alternate paths ombined an
provide about 80% overage[20℄ [19℄, but the exat perentage will depend on the network
topology.
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In order to reah higher overage, multi-hop repair paths may be used. This method
provides the most omplex protetion against failure, but in return, it may provide full
overage. In a failure situation it may be neessary to reroute the tra several hops away
from the failure before a node who's path is unaeted by the failure is found. Multi-hop
repair paths may further be lassied into two ategories depending on what mehanisms
are needed to represent the reovery paths. Furthermore, the approahes are also divided
by the signaling proedure needed to guide the paket along the seleted paths.
Pre-omputed FIB
With pre-omputed FIB, one or more alternative FIBs are pre-omputed in all routers. In
a failure situation the reovery FIB are used to forward IP paket. There are two ways of
signaling when to hange to the alternative FIB; 1)It is possible for the routers to swith
to the alternative FIB by performing logial heks. If a paket arrives at an invalid
interfae, the router may forward this paket by the alternative FIB. 2) It is possible to
mark eah individual paket and let the marked paket indiate what FIB to use.
This solution is used in the RRL method.
Tunneling
A series of tunneling based approahes have been proposed in [19℄. What kind of tunnels
are to be used, are not dened, but IP-in-IP desribed in [21℄ is a ommon tehnique where
IP pakets are enapsulated in the payload of another IP paket where the destination
address is set at the end of the tunnel. At the end of the tunnel, the payload is extrated
and forwarded as usual towards the destination. One of the advantages of tunnels is that
they may be utilized without any hanges to the FIB, but as with soure routing the
workload imposed on the nodes in the network may be onsiderable.
In both IPv4 and IPv6, it is possible to support soure routing. This is a method
where the soure of an Internet datagram supply the routing information to be used
by the intermediate nodes in the forwarding proess. IPv4 has a eld for strit soure
routing that the ingress node an use to speify a path based on pre-omputed reovery
paths [22℄. However, this sheme imposes a onsiderable workload on the nodes, as every
router along the reovery path needs to rewrite or update the IP header. Furthermore,
the solution may interfere with the ahieved throughput as the header size grows and
less of the maximum transportation unit (MTU), i.e. the largest allowed IP paket size,
is available for atual data. In addition, the IP header allows this eld to appear only
one in a datagram, and is meant to be used by the real soure of the tra. Thus, the
method may fore the ingress node to hek if a path has been speied and hek if the
speied path is violated by adding the reovery path, if this annot be guaranteed the
datagram annot be delivered, or the paket needs to be tunneled.
The TUNNELS method [23℄ tunnels the tra around the failure terminating the
tunnel at an intermediate node. When the paket arrives at the other side of the failure
it may be forwarded as though it had traversed the failed link or node. No signaling is
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required for this method to work, and the tunnels are pre-omputed at eah node and kept
in a separate data struture. This enables the sheme to not aet the size or struture of
the FIB. The method may be used to ompute reovery paths for every possible failure,
as long as the ost dened on the links are not asymmetri. When asymmetri ost is
used, 100% overage may not be possible.
Not-via [24℄ is somewhat similar to the TUNNELS approah. Eah omponent in
the network, i.e. node, interfae of nodes and links, is assigned a speial address alled
the not-via address of a omponent. The nodes in the network broadast the not-via
addresses, i.e. eah node broadast the addresses of its omponents. In a failure situation
the tra is tunneled, as in [23℄, to the appropriate not-via address in suh a fashion that
it avoids the not-via omponent. Apparently, this method is able to repair all possible
failures.
3.6.3 Last hop
Most shemes addressing both link and node failures need to deal with the last-hop prob-
lem. The last-hop problem arises when the node immediate upstream of the failure
is the last-hop node before reahing the destination address. In these situations, it may
be impossible for the node initiating the reovery proedure to determine if the failure
originate from a node-failure or a link-failure. However, the tra should be tried reov-
ered one as there is a hane that the node is operational. In these situations, it may
be neessary for the reovery mehanism to distinguish between node and link failure.
This is beause if the failure is atually a node-failure and it is treated as a link-failure
it may reate loops in the network. E.g. if a reovery sheme were to solve the last-hop
problem by sending the involved pakets to another of the destinations neighbors, with-
out informing that it was trying to solve the last-hop problem and the failure was a
node-failure, the reipient node would repeat the proedure - possibly leading to looping
of the reovered tra.
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Chapter 4
Method
In this hapter the medhod and environment used to realize a model of the IPRT method
is presented.
4.1 Choosing the environment to model IPRT
The use of models gives a great freedom in the networks available for experimentation
as any real or imagined network may be freely modeled. It grants the opportunity to
freely experiment with ongurations on existing networks. In this way models may
aommodate for experimenting with both senarios and ongurations that might not
have been possible in other irumstanes. For example by providing an environment
where network tehnologies may be tested without induing disruption in an operational
ommerial network.
There are three general approahes to onsider when modeling a new network protool.
The utilization of one of these approahes should not exlude the use of the other ones,
as they may omplement eah other. The approahes dier in how easily available the
models are, the results that may be obtained and the exibility they oer. The three
approahes are listed below.
1. Mathematial analysis
2. Testbeds and prototypes
3. Simulations
The advantage of using a mathematial model is that the environment this approah
provides, may be used to quikly produe results. This is espeially true in situations
where the problem area onsists of a ommon problem where a formula or alulation
method is known in advane of the model. Furthermore, it might provide a lear overview
of the environment, as well as parameters that governs the results. The drawbaks of
using a mathematial analysis is that the models may, to a large extent, need to simplify
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the environment they are supposed to model. Furthermore, when modeling large and
omplex systems, the states needed to properly represent the model, may grow too large
and render this approah unpratial.
One of the strongest assets of testbeds and prototypes is that they provide results
with a high degree of redibility. The use of testbeds or prototypes may be superior
to mathematial analysis when the problem area is omplex and simpliation of the
real system is impossible or undesirable. However, this approah may require a omplex
development proess, where it might prove diult to verify or build the protool in
inremental stages. Thus, this is an approah that is often used to implement and verify
the abilities of a protool where requirements and behavior has matured. Furthermore,
beause the tests are run in a real environment, it might be diult to aess all the
neessary measurements and it might also involve expensive instruments.
Simulations an be a very exible and eient method when analyzing omplex sys-
tems. This approah an be used to model protools where the problem area is too
omplex to be tested in a mathematial environment and where a exible development
yle is needed. Furthermore, this approah provides the ability to hoose the level of
abstration. This allows the simulated environment to better suit the desired level of
omplexity, and by varying granularity, it is possible to aommodate both detailed and
high-level simulations. However, the results that are obtained from a simulator is usually
less redible than those obtained from testbeds or prototypes. If a simulator with an ex-
isting framework an be used, this might save development time and, in addition, remove
some of the need for simplied or stati assumptions on higher and lower layers in the
network.
In this thesis, a new method for providing IP fast reovery will be tried developed, and
thus, it is antiipated that there will be a need for a model environment that is exible
and allows easy adaptation of new ideas in the development yle. Some graph theory
will be used in the initial design phases to be able to onvert the original RT method
to appliable to onventional IP networks. Furthermore, the problem area is onsidered
to be omplex to be ompletely understood in an easy or proper fashion when using a
mathematial model. Thus, a simulated environment will be used to model, verify the
ndings and measure the performane of the IPRT method. This enables the evaluation
of the performane and abilities of a IPRT as it interats with other protools in varying
onditions. The level of ontrol makes it easy to measure and inspet all state information
of the model, at any stage of the exeution. In addition, it may allow for a rapid hange
in model properties beause of the ontrol that is provided over the dierent aspets of
the system. For example may topologies easily be replaed and method easily added or
deduted from the model.
Beause simulation is performed on models and assumptions and abstrations are
used, less of the atual events are found in the simulation. Thus, simulation may give a
good indiation on the performane and orretness of a model, but guarantees may be
hard to give.
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4.2 Simulators
Generally, networks may be desribed through stohasti models where one or more dis-
tint events aet the state or omponents in the network. A variety of simulators spe-
ializes on spei aspets of network simulation. However, simulators are generally set
apart by how they model time and how they model events.
Time advane in a simulator may be modeled with either a next-event or a time-
sliing approah, both using a disrete time. The time-sliing approah advanes the
simulation time by moving forward at xed intervals, e.g. every seond, regardless of the
ativities being simulated. With the next-event approah the time is advaned to the
time sheduled by eah event. In most ases the next-event mehanism is more eient
and allows models to be evaluated more quikly. I.e. the simulator may jump diretly
from one event to the next sheduled event without aeting the overall results of the
simulation.
Furthermore, the way hanges in system state our is also dening for a simulator.
It may be modeled through the use of events, ativities or proesses. The event approah
desribes a hange as an immediate hange in one or more related system variables. The
ativities approah is somewhat similar to the event approah but use duration to desribe
hanges in states. The proess approah joins olletions of events or ativities together
to desribe the life yle of an entity. Beause the events are disrete and ordered it is
diult to model two events that overlap in time and at the same time may interat or
interfere with eah other.
The most ommonly used approah is disrete-time event-driven simulators. A om-
monly known simulator that uses this approah is the network simulator also known
as ns or ns2[25℄. Another approah, found in J-sim [26℄, is a real-time proess-driven
approah to simulation. In suh systems, the evolution of a system is dened by pro-
esses taking plae at real-time along a virtual time-axis. Eah proess is exeuted in an
independent exeution ontext and proess interation is modeled, as it would happen in
a real implementation. Furthermore, the real-time proess-driven approah is an exten-
sion to the disrete-time event-driven approah. E.g., the proess-driven approah is also
event-driven. However, the interations between the entities, i.e. proesses, are expliitly
dened through dependenies and synhronizations between the proesses.
In this thesis J-sim will be used to provide the simulator environment in whih IPRT
will be implemented. The J-sim simulator is desribed in more detail in the following
setion:
4.2.1 J-sim
J-sim is a omponent-based disrete event simulator written in Java that may be used for
network simulation. It provides many network related pakages inluding a network pak-
age (INET Framework), wireless pakage, sensor network pakage, and a dierentiated
servie (Diserv) framework.
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The simulator is founded on the Autonomous Component Arhiteture (ACA). This
environment tries to mimi a blak-box approah to modeling often found in devel-
opment of integrated iruits. The dening properties of a blak-box is that both its
purpose and the in/out signal pattern through pins or ports are fully speied. This
allows the omponents to mimi the behavior of real-world systems through message
passing and an independent exeution model. This is ahieved by allowing data arriving
to a port of a omponent to be immediately proessed by that omponent in an inde-
pendent omputation ontext. In addition, the ACA allows for a funtion all exeution
model where a omponent may send data to another omponent to be omputed in the
same omputation ontext as the sender.
There are several reasons for why J-sim was hosen in this thesis. It is written purely
in Java, and thus, provide with a well-known programming environment. Furthermore, it
provides with all the basi omponents needed to simulate networks and perform measure-
ments. In addition, SIMULA has implemented a version of the RRL reovery proedure
in J-sim that ould provide with both a good foundation for initial development and an
opportunity to test both RRL and IPRT under similar onditions.
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Chapter 5
IPRT Design
This hapter ontains an overview of the important design hoies for implementing IPRT
for onventional IP networks. In eah setion, the problems will be identied and possible
solutions will be presented.
5.1 Constrution of the trees
The original RT work [1℄ presents two dierent algorithms; one for link failures, and one
for node failures. Both of the algorithms follow the basi idea of growing the red and blue
trees gradually by adding new redundant paths. Furthermore, the algorithms introdue
a voltage rule to ensure that the redundant property of the tree pair is ahieved. This
is done by letting the rule impose a omplete order on the nodes as the trees are grown to
form a pair of red and blue trees. There are several attributes that govern the performane
and behavior of the IPRT tree onstrution, where the main attributes are path and yle
reation, and run-time of the algorithm.
5.1.1 Introduing the redundant tree algorithm
The Node-algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1, is designed to work with two-vertex-
onneted graphs. It starts by adding a randomly hosen yle, ontaining three or more
nodes, from the graph with a root S. The root is then assigned two voltages; one for the
red tree and one for the blue tree, suh that Vblue = vmax and Vred = 0. Subsequently, the
remaining verties in the yle are given voltages in a dereasing fashion, following the
yle in an arbitrary hosen diretion. The voltages assigned are within the boundaries
of vmax and 0. Furthermore, the seleted nodes, starting from S, are added to the blue
and red tree, in suh a way that the assigned voltages are dereasing and inreasing,
respetively. Subsequently, the trees are grown by onneting two nodes already assigned
to the trees, with one or more nodes not assigned; i.e. forming an arh starting and
ending in the tree. The arh is then oriented so that the starting node is the one with the
higher voltage of the two nodes in the trees. Following a direted path from the starting
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for vertex-redundant graphs [1℄
1: j =1
2: Choose any yle (S, C1, ..., Ck, S) in the graph with k ≥ 2. Let N1 be the set of
verties {S, C1, ..., Ck} and order these verties by vmax > v(C1) > v(Ck) > 0
3: AB
1
= {(S, C1), (C1, C2), ..., (Ck−1, Ck)}
AR
1
= {(S, Ck), (Ck, Ck−1), ..., (C2, C1)}
4: while Nj 6= N do
5: j = j + 1
6: Choose a path Pj = (Xj,0, Xj,1, ..., Xj,Lj), Lj ≥ 2 in the graph suh that
Xj,0 ∈ Nj−1 and Xj,Lj ∈ Nj−1, with v(Xj,0) > v(Xj,Lj ).
If Xj,Lj = S then v(Xj,Lj ) = 0
If Xj,0 = S then v(Xj,0) = V
The other verties, Xj,i, i ≤ i ≤ Lj, are hosen outside of Nj−1.
7: Nj = Nj−1 ∪ (Xj,1, ..., Xj,Lj)
8: Order the verties in Pj by v(Xj,0) > v(Xj,1) > ... > v(Xj,Lj−1) > (vmax),
where vmax =
max
y∈Nj−1
(v(Y ) : v(Y ) < v(Xj,0))
9: ABj = A
B
j−1 ∪ {(Xj,0, Xj,1), (Xj,1, Xj,2), ..., (Xj,Lj−2 , Xj,Lj−1)}
ARj = A
R
j−1 ∪ {(Xj,Lj , Xj,Lj−1), (Xj,Lj−1 , Xj,Lj−2), ..., (Xj,2, Xj,1)}
10: end while
Nj The set of verties inluded in the red and blue trees at stage j
AB
1
The set of links present in the Blue tree at stage j
AR
1
The set of links present in the Red tree at stage j
S The root node of the red and blue trees
Pj The arh (path) found at stage j
Lj Length of the arh found at stage j
Xj,i Node X added at stage j at plae i in Pj
v(X) The voltage assigned to node X
node, the arh is traversed. All nodes, exept the rst and last, are assigned voltages in
a dereasing manner. The rst and the last node on the arh is not assigned voltages as
they are already inluded in the trees, and has therefore already been assigned voltages.
The new nodes are given voltages within the boundaries of v(Xj,0) and the highest voltage
assigned to any node in the tree that does not exeed v(Xj,0) - not neessarily the voltage
of Xj,Lj . The new nodes are then onneted to the blue tree, through Xj,0, and to the
red tree, through Xj,Lj , following the same voltage rules as when the yle was reated.
An example is shown on the topology in Figure 5.1, where node A is the root node.
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From this node, the yle [A−B −E − F −C −A] is found, and the nodes are assigned
their voltages aording to line two. The red tree thus onsists of inreasing voltages, and
the blue dereasing voltages, following the three-growth rule found in line three and nine
in Algorithm 1. Next, the arh [E −G − F ] is found. Sine F has the higher voltage of
6, this beomes the upper boundary. The lower voltage 4, whih is owned by E, beomes
the lower boundary. Thus, G is assigned a voltage of 5. E is then added to the red and
blue tree in aordane to the voltage rule found in line 8. The next arh to be found
is [C − D − B], and sine C has the highest voltage, it beomes the upper boundary.
However, the lower boundary is voltage 6 owned by node F. Consequently D is assigned
a voltage of 7 and added to the red and blue trees aordingly.
The Link-algorithm is very similar to the former presented Node-algorithm. The
main dierene between the two, is that the link-failure algorithm allows the arhes to
start and end at the same node. Thus, it beomes neessary to assign two voltages
to eah node and in this manner expand the voltage rule. The Link-algorithm may
potentially yield shorter reovery paths at the expense of introduing artiulation points
in the redundant trees. This is beause more links may be freely used when reating trees
with the Link-algorithm. However, the Link-algorithm is not required to produe
artiulation points where none are needed. It may therefore be made to protet against
node failures to the extent allowed by the topology. This may be done by refraining from
letting an arh start and end at the same node as far as possible. However, this may
introdue a bigger omputational ost in the algorithm.
The layout of topologies where the Node-algorithm and the Link-algorithm re-
spetively may suessfully be applied, is inherently dierent. This is beause the Node-
algorithm has a striter requirement on the onnetivity of the networks it may be applied
to. To use the Node-algorithm, the network needs to be at least two-vertex-onneted,
whereas the Link-algorithm only needs the network to be two-edge-onneted.
5.1.2 Important properties
There are several attributes that govern the performane and behavior of the IPRT tree
onstrution, and they may inuene resoure usage in both routing and forwarding:
• The seletion-algorithm used for path and yle reation
• Run-time of the algorithm
• The ability to provide QoS properties
The manner of how the yle and the arhes are seleted, is of great importane to the
attributes of the redundant trees. In the original RT algorithms, e.g. Algorithm 1, this
was left as an open question. However, there has been some researh in this area by Xue
et. al. [27℄ [16℄ [17℄. Their results show that the reation of yles and arhes is vital for
IPRT to meet the desired performane riteria. A good example may be how the trees
would perform with a shortest-path versus longest-path seletion of the yle and arhes;
Consider a node that has two neighbors, where a link has failed between the root node and
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Figure 5.1: A redundant tree set is grown from rootnode A
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one of its neighbors, whom the root node is trying to ommuniate with. The reovery
path between the two nodes through either the red or the blue tree would then be of equal
size to the length of the yle - i.e. the length of AB
1
or AR
1
in line three in Algorithm
1. Thus, if a shortest path was used, there would be a guarantee that this reovery path
would be of minimal length. With a depth-rst searh that terminates at the rst node in-
tree, the IPRT method would not be able to give suh a guarantee. If the initial yle was
reated using a longest-path algorithm, the path-length might be signiant. However,
the inuene the hosen seletion-algorithm exerts on the performane and behavior of
the IPRT method is dependant upon the topology. For example, in a pure ring-topology,
the various seletion-algorithms would have no impat at all on the performane of IPRT.
It has been shown that an approah, wherein the length of the yle and the arhes are
kept to a minimum, does show a signiant improvement with respet to the average
reovery path length[17℄. In addition, it has been shown that this approah generates
trees with a higher degree of overage in ase of multiple onurrent failures.
It is important for the IPRT algorithm to support some level of QoS, as a randomly
driven approah may have a negative impat on the performane and resoure usage.
Often, osts on links are used for QoS, i.e. to maximize available bandwidth or to minimize
the number of hops. Through link ost, the RT method may also support some Tra
Engineering aspets, suh as the ability to set a high ost on links known to fail regularly.
However, advaned requirements may introdue a bigger omputational ost.
Determining the best redundant trees - i.e. QoS oriented IPRT - for a topology, is an
NP-omplete problem somewhat similar to the Travelling Salesman-problem. An informal
denition of NP problems is a lass of problems that an be veried by a deterministi
Turing mahine in polynomial time. Furthermore, NP-omplete problems are a sublass
of NP problems that has the property that any problem in NP an be polynomially
redued to it. To nd the best set of red and blue trees, the algorithm needs to try every
possible ombination and omposition of irles and arhes in a given topology. To searh
for the perfet solution would be impossible in pratie, as the time needed to alulate
all the possible solutions would be far too great for the searh to be pratial. However,
there are many optimizations and approximations available, providing seemingly good or
probably good solutions. For example, a greedy-algorithm implementation of Algorithm
1, using a depth-rst-searh seletion-algorithm with a runtime of O(n + v), would have
a runtime of O(n2(|n| + |v|)). This is beause line two will have a maximum exeution
time of O((|n| + |v|)), and will be exeuted exatly one. Subsequently, line six will be
exeuted at most O(n) times, as eah iteration will add at least one node to the trees
and thus terminate at line four after O(n) iterations. The exeution time of line six will
be of magnitude 0(n(n + v)), given the depth-rst searh initiated from eah node with
a runtime of O(n + v). Furthermore, if the searh-method ould be exhanged with an
algorithm with runtime of O(n), the algorithm would have a runtime of O(n3) [1℄. Other
algorithms provide more speialized solutions for QoS IPRT, of whih the best have a
run-time of only O(n + v) [27℄.
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5.1.3 Observations
For a real implementation, a fast algorithm is of great importane, as limited omputa-
tional resoures must be assumed. In addition, IPRT should omplete the tree generation
proess as fast as possible to have the neessary information available to any subsequent
failures. In this thesis, the run-time is a subjet of less importane as the failure-senarios
may be pre-planned, and the trees may be omputed o-line. Thus, the greedy-algorithm
approah would be suient. This provides a more versatile solution, as the algorithm
is not optimized towards a single QoS goal. To be able to give an aurate piture of
the performane and abilities of the IPRT algorithm, the QoS properties must be onsid-
ered. With the greedy-algorithm approah, it would be trivial to exhange the dierent
seletion-algorithms.
As the run-time needed to generate eah tree may be brought down to a minimum of
O(v+n), it has been shown that the omputational ost of the algorithmmay be optimized
enough to aommodate for a IP solution. Furthermore, the algorithm may fulll several
QoS needs and demands, and may be versatile enough to be used in existing IP networks.
The algorithm may also be used on a variety of networks, but might perhaps yield optimal
results in a two-vertex onneted network, as this would yield the best failure overage.
5.2 Routing
5.2.1 Enabling IPRT to o-exist in a failure-free environment
The IPRT mehanism needs to be able to o-exist with normal routing protools in times
of failure-free operation. To ahieve this the usage of the original RT reovery proedure
needs to be altered.
One of the original ideas for RT routing was to let one of the two trees be the founda-
tion for failure-free operation, i.e. to be used as a working tree. In a onnetion-oriented
environment this approah give some advantages in the reovery proess, as a failure re-
ported on a onnetion would enable a router to immediately swith to the bakup path.
One of the main disadvantages of applying this approah to onventional IP networks is
the length of the default paths. The onstrution of the redundant trees needs to follow
strit rules to be able to provide node-disjoint paths. Thus, it is probable that the paths
generated by IPRT does not provide the best path hoies available. The onstrution of
the redundant trees needs to follow strit rules to be able to provide node-disjoint paths,
and thus it is probable that the paths generated by IPRT do not provide the best path
hoies available. Furthermore, this approah does not provide a valid reovery proedure.
If the IPRT method is used as a basis for the forwarding mehanism during failure-free
operation, it is also a subjet for the IP re-onvergene proess. Thus, even though the
method would able to reover tra at times of failure, it does not solve miro-loops.
To be able to reover tra at all times, additional virtual reovery-topologies ould
be used in addition to the normal topology during failure-free operation. Subsequently,
the FIBs obtained from the additional reovery-topologies may be used to forward the
tra aeted by a failure. This approah is used in RRL, and is also required by the IP
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fast reroute framework. The additional topology enables the routing algorithm to behave
and be ongurable like expeted in a normal network. This, without being hampered by
the reovery mehanism, and only depending on the restritions of the preferred routing
protool. The FIBs generated from the reovery-topologies are therefore only used for
forwarding in reovery operations.
When the IPRT algorithm is run, the resulting trees are laid as an overlay on the
original topology, and subsequently eah of the links outside the tree are assigned a ost
of very high value, i.e. the maximum available. Setting the link ost with a suiently
high value is the same as exluding the link from the topology when the shortest path
algorithm is used. As a result all the links are a part of all the reovery topologies, but
not used for paket forwarding.
When IPRT is used in onjuntion with an LS routing protool, the LS protool may
provide the RT method with the needed topology information and routing mehanism.
As an example, in multi-topology IS-IS [28℄ it is possible to let eah topology either have
their own dediated routing protool where LSPs are marked aording to the tree ID,
or share the routing sheme where LSPs are shared between the topologies. In addition,
the IPRT reover mehanism may use the LSDB to get the needed topology information.
Similar operation is also available in OSPF.
In a simulated environment, the routing protool may be represented o-line and
implemented in a stati manner. By doing this, more time may be used on implementing
and testing of IPRT, and in addition, the stati property provides a simpler senario to
analyze. This approah also helps to ensure that the routing is exeuted in a deterministi
manner, and in this manner redue the needed work and potential problems that may
our when testing the IPRT method. This approah does not lok the implementation
to a spei routing protool, but leave this work for future implementation and design
deisions.
5.2.2 Computation
The omputation of reovery routes an be ahieved in IPRT either by a entralized
sheme, a distributed sheme or a ombination of both. The hoie of whih approah
to use depends on what kind of resoures that are available in the network; bandwith or
CPU yles.
The omputation in the original RT sheme was meant to be done by a entralized
server. At onnetion-setup, the node were to query the server, and obtain the working
path along with the reovery path. In a onnetion oriented solution, onnetion-setups
may be rare. Therefore, the delay assoiated with a entralized sheme may be aeptable,
as long as it is within the order of delay required for setting up the onnetion. In a
onnetionless network, no onnetions are set up prior to initiating a ommuniation.
This does not void the use of a entralized sheme in a onnetionless environment, as
the reovery FIBs or topologies may be omputed at a entralized server and distributed
along any periodi or triggered route update.
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Another valid approah is to use a distributed sheme in order to produe the redun-
dant trees. This is possible if the IPRT method is used in onjuntion with an LS routing
protool. In suh a sheme, all routers are required to ompute the pair of trees for every
node in the network. This may be done assuming all nodes have a synhronized view of
the LSDB, the IPRT algorithm is deterministi, and use the same snapshot of the LSDB
as input to the algorithm.
It is also possible to utilize a ombination of distributed and entralized omputation
if IPRT is used in onjuntion with a LS routing protool. In this approah eah node in
the network is responsible for omputing the pair of redundant trees of whih they are the
root node. As with the distributed sheme this approah require a synhronized view of
the LSDB at the time the trees are omputed. The information may then be broadasted
as a part of the LS route update messages or as a separate pakage with the same delivery
and send properties as an LS route update message. If this mehanism is to be eetive
in response to a failure the redundant trees should be omputed and broadasted as a
part of the re-onvergene proess. This is beause if the omputation and subsequently
the broadast are delayed to after the re-onvergene has nished, the mehanism would
be more vulnerable to failures oming in rapid suession. This approah is guaranteed
to work if one assumes all LS route update messages are guaranteed delivered and that
all routers broadast LSPs. Furthermore, if a router does not deliver a pair of redundant
trees the router must have failed or been disonneted from the network. Sine there is
no way or reahing a failed or disonneted router there is no need for reovery paths to
this router anyway.
The entralized sheme may result in an inreased amount of tra when ompared to
a pure distributed sheme. This is beause all the trees need to be broadasted to every
router in the network whereas a distributed sheme ould use the LSDB without adding to
the amount routing protool related tra. The atual amount of network tra needed
is implementation dependant but it would need to represent 2 ∗n topologies. In addition,
the sheme also suers from the general drawbaks of having a entralized responsibility,
e.g. it introdues a single point of failure in the IPRT sheme. However, entralized
approah does not require the individual routers to alulate the trees, and thus has a
lower omputational ost at eah node. With the distributed sheme these drawbaks are
not present. This is beause the only information needed to be broadasted is the LS
route update messages. However, this approah imposes a higher omputational ost at
eah node as the tree pair of every node needs to be omputed. If the ombination of
entralized and distributed omputation is used, the amount of generated network tra
is still high. However, the omputational ost is redued at eah node, and at the same
time this approah does not suer from the general drawbaks of a entralized approah.
Thus the dierent approahes beome a question of available omputational and network
resoures.
This shows that the IPRT method may be exible and resoure usage may be shifted
between either network or omputational usage. However, sine the IPRT method is to
be realized in a simulator this resoure usage is not a governing riteria. The entralized
sheme seems the best hoie sine it allows to utilize a entralized approah that omputes
the trees oine and at the same time is non-dependant on any routing algorithm.
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5.2.3 Signaling and path representation
When a failure ours, it is important that all the nodes in the network are able to
detet the pakets aeted by the failure and ensure that all pakets are forwarded along
the orret reovery path. In the framework for IP fast reovery, three methods are
presented as possible solutions to represent multi-hop reovery paths, and IPRT may
draw inspiration and oneptual design from these approahes. However, if these shemes
are to be used in onjuntion with IPRT they may need some alteration.
Two main mehanisms need to be aounted for.
• To be able to forward a paket along a multi-hop path that diers from the default
routes there is need for a mehanism to represent the alternative reovery paths in
eah router. This is ahieved by introduing an additional reovery FIB at eah
router. In a broad denition, the forward information base in a router is a data
struture that helps the router deide the next hop of a paket, thus the atual
data-struture of the reovery FIBs may take on many forms.
• The trees, and thus the dierent reovery paths, may be distinguished by both
the root-node and the olor of the tree. The signaling provides the routers with
a mehanism to identify a reovered paket and thus forward the paket aording
to the signaled redundant tree topology. However, the path representation and the
signaling mehanisms may be losely related to eah other and a single solution may
extend to over all the needed mehanism.
Path representation Signaling
Soure routing
Network-loal addresses
Mark IP header
Separate FIBs
Network-loal addresses
Mark IP header
Table 5.1: Possible paths and signaling mehanisms
Path representation
In IP fast reroute framework there are proposed several solutions to properly represent the
paths. One approah desribed is to utilize soure routing. In this sheme, the reovery
FIB would ontain a series of pre-omputed hains of intermediate routers the reovered
tra would need to traverse. Thus, the responsibility to forward the tra along the
orret path is assigned to the node initiating the reovery. By using soure routing,
the aeted tra may follow the reovery path by the means of the normal forwarding
proedure. I.e., no intermediate nodes may forward all tra aording to the normal
routing table as long as no loal failures are present. Even though the forward-proedure
does not need to know the reovery paket, the paket needs to be signaled as a reovered
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paket as this information is needed in the event where the reovered tra enounters a
seond failure.
Another approah to represent the reovery paths is to reate additional reovery
FIBs where the struture and representation is equal to the FIB used in a onventional
IP network. This solution lets all the routers share the responsibility of forwarding a
paket aording to the seleted reovery route. Thus the signaling will need to both
identify a reovered paket and what reovery FIB the intermediate routers needs to use
when forwarding said paket. Thus, this method extends the forwarding proedure at
eah router, as the forwarding proedure must deide what FIB to use on a per paket
basis.
Signaling
As with the path representation, there are several approahes to signal the existene and
seleted path of a reovered paket. One possibility is for the IPRT solution to utilize
an identiation approah somewhat similar to the one found in not-via addresses [24℄.
By not assigning speial addresses, but rather assign speial-subnets this sheme ould
fully represent the topologies of the redundant trees. The Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) has reserved a lass A IP address spae for private internets[29℄. By
utilizing a addressing sheme where the dierent lasses of address spaes orresponds to
the dierent unique identiers of a redundant tree, e.g. the root-node, the olor of the tree
and the nodes represented in the tree, every relation of a tree is maintained in the signal.
This would allow the IPRT sheme to identify all nodes in the network and in addition
provide information on both the olor and the root of a redundant tree. Furthermore,
the addressing sheme would enable the routers to be able to identify a reovered paket
based on the address of a paket. An example ould be to let the dierent root nodes
be mapped to dierent lass B sub-networks, and use the lass C sub-network to identify
the red and blue tree within eah lass B network. Furthermore, the higher eight bits
ould orrespond to the higher eight bits of all nodes in the network. Thus a node with
address on form XXX.XXX.XXX.8 would be assigned two addresses of form 10.8.[1,2℄.8
in the red and blue tree where it was root node. This sheme may also aommodate for
a lower granularity if desired and thus allow a restruturing of the address assignment
to t a spei implementation. The shemati of eah reovery tree address is that a
reovered paket must be delivered to the node aording to the topology represented in
the reovery address.
Another approah is found in [18℄ the solution is to mark the paket. This may be
done through the type of servie (ToS) eld, often used by diserv, of an IPv4 paket.
Sine redundant trees needs to be alulated for eah possible sender the maximum needed
ongurations is two times the number of nodes in the network. However, this solution
require that the number of bits are small in order to be pratial. It may prove that the
total number of FIBs that is needed to support IPRT solution may allow for IPRT to
oexist with a typial QoS servie within a network, but suh an emerging of ode points
is outside the sope of this thesis.
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Eet of path and signaling mehanisms
Choosing dierent paths and signaling mehanisms may interfere with several aspets of
the network:
• The size of the state information needed to implement IPRT
• The forwarding proedure
• The tra overhead assoiated with IPRT
• The topology size IPRT may address
The hoie of reovery path representation mehanism does aet the size of the
reovery FIBs. As an example onsider the reovery path length; the length of the
reovery paths depend on the network diameter, where the best average path length
would at minimum equal half the diameter of any given network. Thus, if soure routing
were used as a path representation this would result in reovery FIBs where the average
number of intermediate nodes needed in eah FIB entry would be at least equal to the
network diameter. However, it is possible that the number of addresses listed to represent
the path ould be eased by doing some extra omputation in order to omit the addresses
that already follow the path seleted for the tra in a normal operation. This redution
requires that the reovery path and the normal traverse the same nodes for at least three
hops before one address ould be removed from the entry. Thus, the possible gain in
lowering the size of the FIB would ome at the ost of additional omputation. However,
when the multiple FIB solution is used the size of the reovery FIBs are not depending on
the average reovery path length. Thus, this approah requires less memory to represent
the redundant trees at eah router.
Furthermore, the sheme for representing the reovery paths may also aet the nor-
mal routing proedure. Depending on the method hosen to implement the soure routing
the routers may be fored to update the IP header of reovered pakets at eah inter-
mediate node. During normal operation, no suh tasks need to be performed and thus
the additional ost in the forwarding proedure does only aet reovered pakets. How-
ever, soure routing is an optional forwarding proedure, and there may be introdued
additional ost in the form of requirements for the routers to enable support for this
mehanism.
If this ost is present in the multiple routing table mehanism is depending on the
signal mehanisms. If the pakets are marked, the forwarding mehanism must inspet
for the signals on a per paket basis. Thus, a onstant inrease in the time usage for
the forwarding-mehanism is introdued. However, this inrease is not very high as the
only operation required in a failure-free situation is to read an additional eld in the
header. Furthermore, if the speial-addresses are used, no additional ost is introdued in
the forwarding proedure, as it only needs to treat the reovered pakets as any normal
paket.
The hoie of signaling sheme may also aet the throughput of a network. When
IP enapsulation is used, e.g. IP-in-IP tunnels, the total maximum transportation unit
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(MTU) of the network is redued, as additional spae is needed to represent the new
IP headers. As an example onsider the speial-addressing sheme were the nodes in
the network are given additional addresses. To use these addresses the original pakage
needs to be enapsulated within a new IP paket where the new reovery-address is set
as destination. Furthermore, by performing this enapsulation, the pakage may get
segmented or the total MTU of the network must be lowered equal to the number of
bytes used by the additional header. This eet may also be observed in onjuntion
with path representation suh as soure routing. However, when this method is used,
the lowering in MTU may not be an option as the new size of the header may grow to
aount for a signiant amount of bytes. When the original IP pakets are marked the
need for a tunnel may be avoided as speial elds in the IP header may be used, e.g. the
ToS eld, without aeting the original settings in the header.
The sheme of using the speial-subnet addresses has a salability problem. When
the address sheme is used as desribed in the example the number of addresses that the
sheme are able to represent is less than 255. Thus, this solution may prove to provide
to few addresses to be a pratial solution when used as desribed in the example. The
soure routing is also aeted by the number of nodes and arries an inrease in resoure
usage as the diameter of the network expands. However, it ould prove that a ombination
of multiple routing tables and marking the paket may be the most resoure eient and
salable sheme for IPRT. The multiple routing table optimizations needed for paket
marking to be a pratial solution, are disussed in detail in the following setion.
5.2.4 r/bTables
The multiple routing tables proposal arries a high ost in memory usage, as the number
of routing tables are diretly dependent on the number of nodes in the network. Therefore,
this solution is not a valid option in a onventional IP network. r/bTables is a solution
for reduing the footprint of the IPRT method in the FIB struture. The main idea is to
remove all non-essential routes from the reovery FIBs while retaining the funtionality
and properties of the redundant trees. The basis for the multiple routing table solution
is to view the upstream node of the failure as the root, and with this as a starting
point try to reover the tra using either its red or blue reovery tree. One of the
major disadvantages in this approah is that the root is required to reah all other nodes.
Thus the reovery FIBs of the root node needs to ontain the next hop for eah possible
destination.
If one is able to reverse this situation and use the destination as the root, there would
only be need for one entry in eah of the reovery FIBs, i.e. sine there is only one
possible destination instead of all other nodes exept the root, the FIB would be redued
aordingly.
The redution is based on the following observations.
• Every node in the network has its own unique pair of red and blue tree in whih it
is the root node.
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• Consider a red and blue tree pair rooted in a node (S). In both trees, there exist
paths from S to every node in the tree.
• If the trees are onstruted from a topology with only bidiretional links, there exist
a reverse path for every path.
• In a single-failure situation S should be able to reah any operational node either
by its red or blue tree. Given the reverse path the opposite should also hold true;
in a failure situation, any operational node should be able to reah Seither by S's
red or blue tree, provided S is operational.
• Every node in the network is represented exatly one in eah tree.
• Every node, exept S, has exatly one parent in eah tree.
The voltage rule ensures that a node is represented at most one in eah tree, i.e. if
a node is enountered more than one it must have obtained more than one voltage in
the tree and thus break the ordering the voltage rule imposes on the nodes. If a node is
not in the tree this would mean that the network does not omply with the onnetivity
requirements, e.g. the network is segmented or one-edge-onneted, and that the IPRT
method ould not have been suessfully applied to the topology.
The resulting topologies, after the RT algorithm has ompleted the omputation, are
two trees. If, for example, a node Y has more than one parent, the voltage rule ould not
have been enfored as the voltage of a node may only take upon a single red and a single
blue value, and by following the loop nodes are enountered more than one and thus
break the desending or asending voltage rule for the red or blue tree respetively. Thus,
the reverse path from any of the hildren of the root node is unambiguous and loop-free.
The redundant tree algorithm require the voltage found in the red and blue tree to
be monotoni inreasing and dereasing, respetively. Traversing the trees from a leaf
node will hange the red tree to inrease and the blue tree to derease. Let X 6= S be
an arbitrary vertex that is removed from the graph and let another node Y 6= S. In
this example Y may still reah S in either the red or the blue tree. Sine the verties
are ordered one of the following properties must be true; either v(Y ) > v(X) or v(Y ) <
v(X). For the rst ase S may be reahed through the red tree as it provides parents
who have voltages that are monotoni inreasing. For the opposite diretion the blue tree
ould be used as it provides parents who have voltages that are monotoni dereasing.
The r/bTable method solves the last-hop problem. Consider the root node S, in the
red tree it has a voltage equal to zero, and in the blue tree it has a voltage equal vmax.
Furthermore, imagine that a link between a neighbor node, Y , and the root node, S, has
failed. If Y want to send tra to S over the failed link, one of the following properties
must be true; either v(Y ) > v(Sred) or v(Y ) < v(Sblue). Thus, tra from Y to S may
be reovered using either the red or blue path as shown in the former paragraph.
These properties ensure that there exists a loop-free and unique path from eah leaf
node to S, and that all the paths from the parents are proper sub-paths of its hildren's
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paths. I.e. the path from a root of a subtree towards S is independent of the starting
point in its subtree.
By only onsidering the paths from the hildren towards the root of eah tree the
size of eah orresponding FIB may be redued to only ontain one entry indiating the
next-hop on the path towards the root and its diretly attahed hosts and subnets. In
an IP paket the destination address is always present, and from this information it is
possible to determine whih pair of red and blue reovery trees the destination is root
node of. Furthermore, sine all nodes are present in both the red and blue trees, and that
a path is guaranteed in ase of a single-failure, the upstream node of the failure may use
at least one of these trees to reover the tra aeted by the failure.
An example from a syntheti topology is shown in Figure 5.2. Only the red and
blue tree where node A is root is shown for simpliity, and the red and blue diretional
arrows show the next hop from a node following the red or blue tree towards the root.
Furthermore it is shown a situation where node B has failed and a situation where node
C has failed. In both situations the root node is reahable trough the red or the blue
tree, for failure on B or C respetively.
Figure 5.2: Two dierent failures in a r/bTable enabled network
The union of the reovery FIBs reated from the red trees, and a union of all the
reovery FIBs reated from the blue trees will provide with a omplete red FIB (rTable)
and a omplete blue FIB (bTable). This may be done sine all the possible destinations
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are represented exatly one in eah tree if the network is valid for reovery. I.e. if the
destination is not in the tree, it is not possible to reover tra bound for that destination.
This union of the reovery FIBs is not neessary for the proedure to funtion properly,
but allows the signaling to use less resoures. This is beause the marked paket only
needs to ontain a reovered bit and a bit indiating whih of the reovery tables is
to be used. With the multiple redued routing tables the marking needs more bits to
indiate what table to use.
In the r/bTable method the destination will ditate what pair of redundant trees are
used as basis for the path a reovered IP datagram use. Normally the destination of
an arbitrary IP paket would not be a router in the network but rather a host or sub-
network attahed to an egress (last-hop) router. Thus, if the r/bTable approah is to
be used, the view also needs to inorporate a binding between all possible destinations
and their respetive egress (last-hop) routers. I.e. when a pair of red and blue trees are
omputed for an arbitrary router in the network the trees would need to be assoiated
with all the possible neighbor destinations exept destinations who themselves are routers
in the same AS. There is almost no additional omputational ost assoiated with this
binding requirement as the number of iterations over the tree generation algorithm does
not inrease.
The observations seen from the multiple routing tables solution are still valid for
this method as the red and blue tables yield a valid routing table that may be used in
onjuntion with a normal operation FIB or by itself. By onatenating the FIBs the
ost and original topology view is lost and therefore the reovery method still needs to
rely on a routing protool to obtain the full topology view needed when onstruting the
redundant trees. However this solution would require pakets to follow a dierent set of
reovery paths when a two way ommuniation is used. The reason for the paths A→B
and B→A to be disjunt is beause they stem from two dierent redundant trees. With
the multiple routing table solution this ould be avoided sine this solution provides with a
proper FIB for eah of the generated topologies, and thus leaves the neessary information
to be able to route pakets both ways following a FIB reated from the same topology.
The big advantage for this solution is that it removes the dependeny between the
number of FIBs and the number of nodes in the network, and replaes the memory usage
assoiated with this method with a onstant fator. The resoure redution is only found
in memory usage as the omputational resoures needed does not dier from the multiple
routing table solution. I.e. all trees need to be omputed and subsequently a shortest
path on the orresponding topology needs to be performed. However, this is still an
exellent redution in the memory-footprint needed for IPRT.
The redution in state information allow IPRT to be applied in a memory eient
way. Furthermore, sine r/bTable allow IPRT to guarantee that only two FIBs are needed
to provide IP fast reovery marking pakets may be implemented. This allow IPRT to
provide a per paket signaling that is eient in therms of tra overhead. In this thesis
the r/bTable method will be used to represent the reovery FIBs.
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5.3 Reovery
The redundant tree method was originally intended for global reovery in a onnetion-
oriented network. The main goal for IP fast-reroute framework is to provide loal reovery.
With redundant trees, it is possible to perform global reovery sine it is based on a
senario where all the nodes in the network share the same view of the reovery paths. As
with all reovery operations global reovery have a higher possibility to provide a shorter
reovery path than loal reovery.
However, to be able to support a true global reovery several support funtions are
needed. The node deteting the failure needs at least to inform the soure of either at what
omponent the failure was disovered or provide the soure node with the orret reovery
three, path or topology. At the soure node, a synopsis of the destinations aeted by
the failure must be maintained in a soft-state data struture. These two proedures
needs to be repeated for every IP-prex aeted of the failure, sine the redundant tree
method only guarantees reovery through either the red or the blue tree. Furthermore,
the reovered tra needs to be maintained in a soft-state to avoid the need for a soure
node to rely on signaling from the immediate upstream node of the failure to revert the
tra bak to normal operation.
Even though there might be some gain in using a global reovery in terms of path
length the total ost of maintaining a soft state data-struture of the tra needed to be
reverted to reovery operation and the ost of heking every IP paket for the need of
reovery may be far greater than the benets in redued total load in the network. In
addition, IPRT reovery method is intended to work as a buer between failure and re-
onvergene. Thus, the time span the global reovery would be operational and eetive
would be even further diminished. This makes it unaeptable to utilize global reovery
for IPRT.
5.3.1 Enabling loal reovery
It is possible to utilize the IPRT information to provide loal reovery. This is beause
eah node in the network has its own pair of redundant trees and IPRT is therefore
apable to reover tra bound for any destination through either the red or the blue
tree. Furthermore, sine tra bound for any arbitrary destination may be reovered,
the reovery may be performed regardless of the soure. This also holds true for the
r/b Table solution sine all possible destinations are present in both the rTable and the
bTable. However, the use of a separate routing table for normal operation introdue a
problem;
• In a failure situation, the immediate upstream node may experiene a situation
where it has the option to reover tra using either the red or the blue path.
However, beause a separate routing table is used for forwarding in a failure-free
environment IPRT has no information available on the possibility that one of the
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reovery paths may enounter the same failure further downstream. This situation
requires the node initiating the reovery to have a node degree of at least three and
furthermore, neighbors that are present in the real topology that are not adjaent
nodes in the reovery trees.
Consider the situation shown in Figure 5.3. In this example the tra from soure
node R1 traverse the failed node F during failure-free operation. Furthermore, during a
failure R1 may freely hoose between either the red or the blue reovery path. However,
if the red path is hosen the reovered tra would enounter the same failure a seond
time when being forwarded from router R2.
Figure 5.3: A node with dierent IPRT neighbors and real neighbors
To ounter this problem some additional omputation is needed in the IPRT rout-
ing proedure to be able to tell whih routes are valid options in a reovery proedure.
This information may be pre-alulated and made available to the reovery proedure in
advane of any failure.
Two possible solutions are desribed:
• An exat proedure, where the healthy reovery path is identied by omputation
• A probabilisti proedure, where potentially aeted reovery paths are identied
The exat proedure is implementation dependant but logially eah node needs to
be veried to hek if the failure-free, i.e. default, next-hop towards the root is ontained
among the red or blue next-hop of a redundant tree pair. If this is not true, the algorithm
may need to traverse the red and blue path in order to verify whih, if any, of the paths
are aeted by suh a failure.
Another, and probabilisti, approah to the problem, that requires less omputation,
is to use a dierene in the set of neighbor nodes found in the real topology and the
neighbors found in a pair of redundant trees to result in suessful identiation of a
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preferred reovery path, i.e. no eort is made to examine what reovery paths are healthy.
Furthermore, a positive identiation results in a default route seletion regardless of what
path or paths provides a valid reovery path. However, the forwarding proedure must
support to move reovered tra between the red and blue path; assume that the red
FIB is always seleted in suh reovery situations, and the only valid hange of olor is
from red to blue. Furthermore, assume that a node F has failed and that the failure
is aeting tra forwarded from node R1, using a link dierent from the available red
and blue next-hops. At this stage there is no easy way of evaluating voltages, i.e, if
v(R1) > v(F ), thus it is by hane if the red path provides a working reovery path. If
the reovered tra enounters the same failure a seond time being forwarded from R2
the voltage of the dierent nodes must be v(F ) < v(R2) < v(R1). Beause v(F ) < v(R2)
the blue path must always provide a failure-free path to the destination. This is beause
if the same error was enountered a third time v(F ) must have been higher than v(R2),
whih is impossible in aordane to the voltage rule. This shows it is possible to deet
reovered tra from between the two olors. However the deetion should only be done
one to ounter the possible loops that may arise from multiple onurrent failures.
The probabilisti proedure may result in undesirable behavior; inreasing the network
load and deet healthy reovered tra in the event of multiple onurrent failures. The
use of deetion may result in longer reovery-paths. E.g. pakets bound for a failed
destination will be reovered at the last hop, furthermore, if they use the red reovery
FIB they will be deeted when they are tried delivered to the failed destination a seond
time. When a reovered paket traverse an inreased number of links it generate load
at more links and thus inrease the total load in the network. Furthermore, multiple
onurrent failures may provide a problem. This is beause the method may not be able
to distinguish between two dierent failures. Consider some reovered tra following
a red path. If one assumes that the red path was the orret hoie for the reovered
tra, i.e. the red path provides a path unaeted by the rst enountered failure. If
this tra were aeted by a seond failure, the forward proedure would deet the
tra to the blue path. This may lead to a situation where the tra may loop bak and
enounter the rst failure again. Thus, adding to the total amount of tra without being
able to aomplish a suessful reovery. In addition, the deetion routing adds to the
omplexity of the forward proedure, as additional deisions beome available. However,
the deetion may enable pakets to be suessfully reovered from a seond failure, i.e.
the new blue reovery path does not neessarily equal the reverse red path, but this is
outside the sope of this thesis. In addition, the deetion proedure does enable the
IPRT method to operate in a transparent manner in the presene of ECMP routing if
desired, but this is outside the sope of the thesis.
The exat proedure does enable the reovery proedures to pik the orret, i.e.
failure-free, reovery path at rst try. Thus, this approah does not have a negative im-
pat on the length of a reovery path. In addition, this proedure trades omputation
that is more omplex during the routing proedure to enable the use of a simpler for-
warding proedure. I.e., Deetion routing may be used even if the orret reovery paths
are known in advane to get the benets of a possible better overage during multiple
onurrent failures. In addition, this approah may be utilized in a distributed fashion
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where eah router only is required to verify their own neighbors. I.e., eah router only
needs to verify their own next-hops in eah redundant tree set. Thus, the time needed
to ompute the aeted reovery paths may not be of signiane if ompared to the
deetion approah. However, the gain of using this mehanism in a distributed fashion
varies between the various link degrees of the nodes in a given topology.
5.3.2 Representing the loal reovery path orretion
When the paths that may be aeted by a single failure a seond time are known, the
information must be made available to the forward proedure. Sine the situation where
a reovery path inludes the failed node as an intermediate node requires the next-hop
on both reovery paths to be operational, the forwarding proedure needs to be able to
make an informed deision. The idea presented here is to let a pair of bits indiate whih
reovery path is healthy.
Two possible solutions are desribed here:
• Utilize an additional reovery helper FIB. In suh a solution, eah vulnerable triplet
of failed interfae, destination and safe reovery path is maintained in a separate
table.
• Store the information diretly in the FIB. In this solution one or two, depending
on the implementation, additional bits are used at eah entry in one of the FIBs
indiating the preferred next-hop.
When the reovery helper FIB is used, an additional lookup is required when per-
forming the initial reovery proedure. However, if bits are stored diretly in the FIBs,
the needed information may be retrieved at the time of a normal table-lookup proedure.
Thus, this approah may require a lower total number of lookups in the forward proedure
during a failure situation.
The seleted data-struture may have an inuene on the total amount of state-
information needed. When a separate helper table is used, only the destinations that
have a reovery path that may be enounter the same failure a seond time will be repre-
sented. The drawbak of this solution is that eah entry requires additional information,
i.e. destination and failed interfae, to be properly represented. However, when the infor-
mation is stored diretly in the FIB every entry must ontain the additional bits. Thus,
depending on the reovery paths and the topology, the two approahes have senarios
where they less state information than the other. Generally will the reovery helper FIB
provide less additional state information when few paths must be identied.
Both the methods desribed provide the forwarding proedure with the amount of
information needed to guarantee a suessful reovery in the event of a single failure and
are thus valid approahes. However, as shown in the next setion (see 5.3.3), the bits
may be used for other purposes inreasing the amount of paths that must be identied
by the bits. Thus this approah, from now named Qbit, is used to store the needed
information.
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5.3.3 Quality bit (Qbit)
When a node upstream of the failure detets a failure and needs to reover tra there is
a possibility that the next hop for both the red and the blue reovery path is unaeted
by the failure. For this to happen the upstream node needs to have a link degree of at
least three, i.e. one failed and two remaining healthy links - one for eah of the reovery
paths. Furthermore, in suh a situation it is also a possibility that the length of the two
available reovery paths are of dierent size. The idea of the Quality bit is to let the
node make an informed deision on whih of the two paths it should hoose, rather than
leaving it to hane, and thus trading inreased omputational osts with a potentially
better network utilization. When using this QoS optimization the paths that may be
aeted by failure have preedene.
The possibility that a single-failure should aet the next-hop of a paket and at the
same time leave both the red and the blue reovery path usable is highly dependant on
the topology, node-degree and algorithm used to reate the yle and arhes in the IPRT
reovery routing protool. As an example piture a root node in a network where the
initial yle is reated from the boarder nodes of the network. In suh a situation there
is a fair hane that node diretly opposite, e.g. at the other end of the topology, of
the root node use a shortest path traversing diretly through the network as a working
path during failure free operation. Thus leaving both of the red and blue reovery path
available if a failure should arise.
An example is shown in gure 5.4 where the sender normally would send the tra
along the blak dotted line. Thus when the middle node fails this leaves the node with
the option of using either the red or blue tree. As shown if the blue tree is the longest,
and ould be avoided with if the router was given the needed information.
Figure 5.4: Two available reoverypaths in a r/bTable enabled network
To let the node hoose the best reovery path this information needs to be pre-
alulated along with the FIB at eah node. A simple approah would be to register
the length to eah destination in the two trees, and then store this information in one of
the FIBs, as desribed in the former setion.
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5.4 Forwarding
To be able to orretly forward pakets in an IPRT enabled network where r/bTables is
used in onjuntion with marked pakets for signaling, the forward proedure needs to
be expanded. In this environment the forward proedure is expanded with two separate
and distint responsibilities; 1)the reovery proedure where the reovery FIB needs to
be identied and seleted, and 2)the subsequent forwarding along the next-hops based on
the signaled FIB.
1. When a failure is present in one of the adjaent links or routers, the forward proe-
dure at the nodes upstream of the failure must identify whih pakets are aeted.
Furthermore, the router forward proedure must onsult both Qbit information and
the reovery FIBs be able to determine the reovery paths that may be used.
2. Eah individual paket needs to be inspeted at arrival to identify reovered pakets.
If reovered pakets are enountered the lookup proedure should do a table lookup
in aordane to the signaled FIB ID. If no signals are present in the paket the
forward proedure may use the default normal FIB.
The basi forward proedure may be done through a four-step proedure(see Figure
5.5). In the desribed proedure, the reovery helper FIB is a logial entity, and may be
represented as a data struture of its own or information ontained in the normal or red
FIB as desribed in Qbit. The only dierene being how muh time is spent retrieving the
information. After a suessful lookup proedure, the paket must be marked aording
to the seleted reovery FIB, if reovery was neessary, and subsequently forwarded to
the seleted outgoing interfae.
First, the normal routing table is onsulted. If this lookup returns a non-failed inter-
fae, the paket is not aeted and may be forwarded aording to the result. However, if
the seleted interfae has failed the forward proedure must identify what reovery path
is to be used. This may be done by rst onsulting the red reovery FIB to see if it has
a valid outgoing interfae. If the interfae returned is a valid interfae, the forward pro-
edure must hek the reovery helper FIB to see if the result is valid. If the destination
is not ontained in the helper FIB, or the helper FIB returns that the red FIB should be
used, the paket may be forwarded aording to the red FIB. However, if the reovery
helper FIB returns that the blue FIB should be used the paket must be forwarded a-
ordingly. Furthermore, if the red FIB returns the failed link the reovery proedure may
proeed to try the blue FIB. If both the red and the blue FIB returns a failed outgoing
interfae the node is experiening more than one failure, and the paket must be dropped.
There are several possible optimizations to this lookup proedure. For example, if
Qbit is used the forward proedure is in eet a three-step proedure, and the plaement
of the Qbit information may help skew the possibilities of ompleting proedure within
the shortest possible timeframe.
Another possibility is for the lookup proedure to rearrange the order of whih the
reovery tables are tried. To do this one ould rearrange the tables suh that the table
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Figure 5.5: The forward proedure
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with the least outgoing interfaes in ommon with the normal operation FIB is heked
First. This may be done internally at eah router if it does not aet the other routers
in the network - i.e. the pakets gets marked with the orret FIB ID regardless of the
order they are tried.
Furthermore, if Qbit is not used but rather an external data struture, the nodes
unaeted by the hidden neighbors problem desribed in the reovery setion, may
omit the hek for a valid reovery path.
However, given a router with enough omputational resoures, these are optimizations
done in the forward proedure and does not aet the atual performane of the IPRT
method. In addition, the simulator is not likely to be able to simulate the exat time
needed inside a router and even in the event of this being possible; the simulator model
would grow immensely in omplexity.
5.4.1 Seleting best FIB for storing Qbit
The exat loation to plae Qbit information may inuene the number of needed table
lookups in a failure situation. There are two possibilities when storing this information
- the rst reovery FIB to be aessed when a failure arise or the normal operation FIB.
None of them adds to the worst ase senario in number of lookups, but they might
hange the distribution in number of lookups within the original range.
If the information is stored in the rst aessed reovery FIB, i.e. the red reovery FIB
then the average number of lookups might grow when ompared to the original forwarding
proedure. This is beause the quality information introdues a situation where the rst
tried lookup might yield a valid result that at the same time is undesired. Thus, a seond
reovery lookup would have to be performed, and there is no guarantee that this lookup
would yield an entry not aeted by the failure.
If the information is plaed in the FIB used for normal information this table would
grow in size. The impat the inrease in size would have on real performane is depending
on the implementation of the FIB and the lookup proedure. However, when the infor-
mation is plaed in the normal operation FIB the number of lookups may be redued.
When a failure is deteted the best table is then already known and the rst reovery
lookup may try this table. If the rst hoie fails the next table would be tried. With
this approah the average number of lookups should be about the same as for the original
forward proedure. However, sine the lookup order might have been hanged the average
number of lookups might be skewed when ompared to the original proedure, but this
would be depending on both IPRT routing algorithms and topologies. I.e. this enables
the lookup proedure to try the preferred FIB rst and by doing this the hane of getting
a valid result from the rst tried reovery table that does not yield the preferred reovery
path is non-existent.
Both solutions may be used with the r/bTable solution and only needs to use one
additional bit indiating either the red or blue tree. For an implementation in a simulator
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the ombination of hoies and the plaement of the bits beomes of less importane as
the same amount of memory is needed for all ombinations and thus only the number of
lookups will have a real impat on simulation time.
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Chapter 6
IPRT Implementation
The IPRT implementation is divided into two distint parts; the IPRT tree generator,
and the extensions to the J-sim network simulator. The tree generator is used to mimi
parts of the IPRT routing protool, and is responsible for reating the reovery topology
for eah node in the network. The J-sim extensions use these pre-alulated topologies to
populate the FIBs at eah node, and in addition provide the modules needed to simulate
IPRT enabled networks.
The reason for separating the simulation environment and the IPRT tree generation,
was initially to provide an easier start on the programming assignment for this thesis.
This approah allowed the graph environment to be tailored for IPRT tree generation.
Furthermore, several methods for mapping the resulting topologies were readily available
in J-sim. Thus, this approah provided tried methods for representing topologies and
populating the FIBs, and was therefore less prone to failure. After the generator was
implemented, no big drawbaks were present, removing the need to merge the J-sim
implementation and the generator. Another advantage is that the reovery trees of a
topology may be omputed one, and subsequently be used in an arbitrary number of
experiments, thus utting the time needed to prepare a simulated senario. The separated
environment allows the tree generator to be freely used independently of the simulator.
The implementation has four general requirements to the topology and the addressing
sheme.
• The networks used must be at least two-vertex onneted.
• The node id in the graphs, and the IP addressing sheme used during simulation,
must orrespond to eah other.
• The nodes must be given addresses ranging from zero to n− 1.
• The link ost must be non-negative, and assigned in suh a manner that the lowest
weight indiates the link that is most likely to be used.
The reasons for these requirements will be laried in the following setions.
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6.1 IPRT Tree generator
The IPRT tree generator is implemented as a standalone appliation using the Java
programming language. Its primary task is to alulate the redundant trees of a topology.
In addition, the implementation provides an optional apability to onsider QoS in the
tree generation proess. It may use link-weight when onstruting the yle and arhes
of a tree, and furthermore, it may be ongured to ompute QoS Qbit information.
The IPRT tree generator is implemented in a simple manner, following the original
RT algorithm as losely as possible. As it is meant to be used oine, it does not fous
on ahieving optimized run-time. Thus, optimal run-time is traded for simpliity and a
tidy ode-base. To provide an easy way to hange between dierent seletion-algorithms
should the need arise, the methods are kept as modularized as possible. The IPRT tree
generator ontains several lasses, shown in Table 6.1.
The ore responsibilities for the IPRT tree generator are:
• Create a graph representation of the original network.
• Generate a series of redundant tree pairs, so that every node beomes the root node
of a red and blue tree.
• For eah node, generate Qbit information needed to ensure a suessful loal reov-
ery proedure.
• Present the reated reovery trees and Qbit tables so that they may be easily utilized
in the J-sim environment.
The responsibilities are desribed in more detail in the following setions.
Class Desription
Node Used to represent the nodes in the network.
Link Used to represent the links in the network.
Graph Administration of links and nodes.
RTGen Main lass.
Qbit Used for reating Qbit information.
CreateTreesQoS Used for reating redundant trees.
VerifyTrees Used to verify properties of the redundant trees.
NodeOrder Used for sorting and omparing nodes.
FileHandler Used for reading and writing les.
Djikstra Djikstra implementation.
Table 6.1: RTGen lasses
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6.1.1 Creating the graphs
When the IPRT tree generator starts, its rst responsibility is to reate a graph represen-
tation of the network from an input topology. This graph is used provide the foundation
from whih the redundant trees may be generated. Furthermore, at a later stage, the
graph environment is used to represent the redundant trees. In this setion, the initial
mapping of the original graph and the options oered will be presented.
The IPRT tree generator models the network by representing both links and nodes as
objets. This approah gives a good representation of the network, and allows arbitrary
amounts of information to be assoiated with both links and nodes. Furthermore, an ad-
jaeny list representation is used to onnet the network entities. The list representation
fores any searh for a given node or property to iterate the list from the top. However,
it is not aeted by any deline in onnetivity, and is the preferred data struture for
any graph that has sparse onnetivity, e.g. |e| < |v2|. However, the amount of nodes to
be used in the networks that the IPRT tree generator is to ompute, is not big enough to
have any great inuene on the seletion of the data struture. Nevertheless, a linked list
representation was used in the implementation, as this is the standard for low onnetivity
graphs.
The implementation only supports one link between any given pair of nodes. This
is done to provide an easier graph environment for the IPRT tree generation algorithm.
Furthermore, it was not needed more than one link between any nodes in the topology
used to ondut the experiments.
Speifying link-ost
The most important option, that may be speied when reating the initial graph repre-
sentation of the network, is how the link-ost is represented. Depending on the hoie,
this will, at a later stage, deide if the redundant trees will be reated aording to the
link-ost speied by the input topology, and thus show the ability of IPRT to respond
to the use of link-ost.
When mapping the original network, the IPRT tree generator provides the option of
using the link-ost speied by the input topology, or to ignore this information, and set
a at ost on all links. The default behavior of the generator is to use a at link-ost.
Beause of limitations in the IPRT seletion-algorithm, the weight used to represent
the link-ost must be non-negative. Furthermore, it is assumed that the link-ost is
symmetri, i.e. the ost of a link does not depend on whih diretion the link is traversed.
The reason for hoosing this approah, was also to provide an easier environment for the
IPRT tree generation algorithm.
6.1.2 Creating the redundant trees
The redundant trees reated in this implementation support reovery of tra aused by
a single node failure. Furthermore, the tree generation proess honours the link weight
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speied in the topology when onstruting the yle, and subsequently arhes. In this
setion the method used to reate the trees is reviewed. The implementation has three
main tasks it attends to:
• It must ensure that all nodes is the root of a pair of red and blue trees and inform
the user if this fails.
• It is responsible for identifying the yles and arhes that form the redundant trees.
• It must guarantee that the trees are generated in a orret fashion aording to the
voltage rule.
To reate all the redundant trees, the proess iterates through all the nodes in the
network and uses eah node as the root of a red and blue reovery tree. If it at any
stage fails to build the tree pairs, the omputation will be halted, and an error message
produed.
When reating eah individual pair of redundant trees, the IPRT algorithm tries to
follow the original RT algorithm as losely as possible, i.e. the redundant trees are
generated by growing them in a series of stages. Furthermore, the algorithm used in
IPRT is implemented in a greedy manner, where the algorithm, at eah stage, hoose the
shortest yle and subsequently arhes available.
The seletion-algorithm used, i.e. the algorithm that hooses the yle and the arhes,
is a simple implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm that onsiders the weight of links
when searhing for the shortest path tree. This algorithm was hosen in order to keep the
length of the yle and arhes to a minimum at eah stage. Furthermore, it is implemented
in suh a manner that it is able to avoid any nodes that are already ontained in the
redundant trees generated at this stage.
A andidate node indiates a node that is not in the tree itself, but whih has a
neighbor ontained in the tree, i.e. it is a node at the border of a node already added to
the trees and thus a strong andidate to be inorporated in the redundant trees at this
stage.
To generate the initial yle, the andidate nodes are identied. Furthermore, a
shortest-path tree is generated for eah andidate node. In this shortest path alulation,
the root is avoided and is thus not inluded in the searh. Subsequently, eah tree is
heked to nd the path that provides the smallest ost between any two of the andidates,
inluding the ost needed to reah the root node from eah tested pair of neighbors.
The shortest of these paths is subsequently used as a basis for the initial yle. If no
path is found between the andidate nodes it is onsidered a failure, and the exeution
is halted and an error-message produed. This approah guarantees that if the initial
yle is found, it ontains at least two nodes in addition to the root node. A possible
optimization ould be dereasing the number of shortest path tree alulations. However,
suh an optimization was not implemented.
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The same proedure is used to identify the shortest arh at eah subsequent stage. In
addition to alulating the shortest path trees from eah andidate node, eah andidate
is individually examined to determine if it has two or more distint neighbors that are
ontained in the redundant trees. By adding this last hek, the arhes may ontain
one or more nodes in addition to the start and end nodes, that are already part of the
redundant trees.
When assigning the voltages, the maximum voltage is derived from the number of
nodes in the network. Furthermore, the voltages assigned are distributed evenly within
a voltage range. The voltage range is onstrained by the highest of the two voltages
obtained from the head and tail of the yle or arh, and the voltage assigned to the
tree that is immediately beneath the rst. With this approah, the worst possible as-
signment senario entails that arhes of minimal size is added in suh a fashion that the
available voltage range is ut in half with eah new added arh. To ounter this eet,
the implementation represents the voltages using a double representation. Additionally,
a relatively large maximum voltage is used. If the voltage range should prove to be too
small to be represented, the implementation will halt the tree generation, and produe
an error message. Other valid approahes might have been to provide a max voltage that
ould be proven large enough given the worst-ase senario, or to rearrange the voltages,
should the need arise. If the voltages were to be rearranged, it would be important that
the ordering of the nodes was kept intat. However, the worst-ase senario is unlikely
to happen in pratie, and the implemented approah has proven to be adequate for the
topologies used in this thesis.
By utilizing this greedy approah to onstrut the trees, the implementation provides
an approximation to the optimal solution for eah pair of reovery trees. The reason for
hoosing this approah, is that it might resemble an approah that ould be pratial
to implement in a real-life routing protool. In this manner, the greedy approah will
provide with results that are more realisti.
6.1.3 Calulating Qbit information
The Qbit information alulated in the implementation may be used for two purposes.
Firstly, it is to be used to ensure the provisioning of loal reovery. Seondly, it may
be used for seleting the shorter of two valid reovery paths when available. In the
implementation, the bits set to ensure orret forwarding has preedene over any QoS
optimizations. Both methods for populating the Qbit are optional, allowing for more
experimentation with dierent ongurations.
The Qbit has three states. The two rst indiate if either the red or the blue tree
provides with the shortest reovery path, and whether the ost towards the destination
is equal for both reovery paths. The last state is not needed to populate the Qbit table
orretly, but is used in the implementation to enable the measurement of the senarios
where this mehanism is useful.
In the design hapter, two options were presented for reating the Qbit information
used to ensure a suessful loal reovery proedure: The Qbit information ould be
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populated with exat results, identied by the reovery paths that will traverse a failure,
or a probabilisti approah that fores the use of the red path, if the neighbor topology
ould result in a reovery path that traversed the failure. In this thesis, the latter approah
was used.
The reasons for hoosing this latter approah were twofold. The implementation of the
stati routing protool in the J-sim simulator uses a speialized and optimized shortest-
path route omputation, making it diult to identify the shortest path used during the
simulation in the IPRT tree generator. Furthermore, the graph representation used in the
J-sim implementation diers from the representation used in the IPRT tree generator,
making it hard to map the outgoing interfaes to orrespond between the IPRT tree
generator and the J-sim LSDB. Thus, the implementation of the tree generator populates
the Qbit based upon the presene of a topology environment that potentially ould result
in an invalid reovery path. It is antiipated that this approah may provide less than
ideal QoS Qbit results, as the implemented approah may identify false positives, reduing
the ability to freely ongure the QoS Qbit for additional soure/destination pairs.
In order to alulate the Qbit information used to ensure a suessful loal reovery,
the implementation iterates through all pairs of red and blue reovery trees. For eah set
of trees, all the nodes are examined to see if the union of neighbor nodes ontained in
the red and blue tree, dier from the neighbor nodes present in the original topology. If
there are more nodes present in the original topology, the red and blue reovery paths to
the root node are traversed in order to hek if any of the missing neighbors are present
in these paths. If missing neighbors are found in both paths, the Qbit is set to follow the
red path towards the root of the tree. If they are present in only one of the paths, the
opposite olor is set in the Qbit table.
The method used for alulating the QoS Qbit uses a shortest-path algorithm that
alulates the ost from the root node to all other nodes in eah tree. For eah pair of
redundant trees, the nodes are examined to see if the ost diers between the two trees.
If the Qbit is not already populated by the forwarding orretion method, it is set to
identify the shortest possible path towards the root of the tree.
6.1.4 Results
The results obtained by the IPRT generator are written to three dierent les, separating
the topology representations, Qbits and link-ost.
6.2 J-sim implementation
The extensions to the J-sim implementation over a diversity of tasks. However, the most
important are the methods that support populating multiple FIBs at eah node, i.e. the
routing protool, and the ability to perform reovery and properly forward tra both
aeted and unaeted by a simulated failure, i.e. the forwarding proedure. In the
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simulation environment, two stages logially separate the implementation. The Setup-
stage provides the methods needed to ongure the simulated environment before the
simulation is started - suh as building the network, populating the FIBs, preparing
the tra generators, and sheduling failures. The next stage, the Operational-stage,
provides methods for orret IPRT simulation aording to the ongurations performed
in the Setup-stage, suh as forwarding with or without IPRT reovery, simulating failures
and performing measurements.
Many of the J-sim extensions implemented in this thesis are inspired by the J-sim
implementation of RRL. Most of the lass struture is gathered from this implementa-
tion, and some of the lasses are used with only minor hanges to variable names. The
hanges in variable names was intended both as an exerise to enable understanding of
the struture, and to separate the two implementations. These lasses are used to support
or provide funtionality outside the ore of IPRT. Classes that only have been subjet
to minor hanges are CoreLayer, Shiva, RTConstants, RTPaket, Builder, LinkCost and
NamTrae. The lasses that provide the ore IPRT funtionality, i.e. the routing protool
and the forwarding proedure, and other utilities used to ongure the IPRT environment,
are ompletely rewritten, or altered to a great extent. The dierent lasses are shown in
Table 6.2.
Class Desription
Builder Used to onnet the omponents used in the simulator.
CoreLayer Container Class for building a network node.
Dispather Used to implement the IPRT forwarding proedure.
GetHops A J-sim appliation for probing path lengths.
GetHops_pkt The paket used by the GetHop appliation.
LinkCost Used to represent the weight of a link.
NamTrae Used to produe a traele of all network tra.
Routing Used to implement stati routing and IPRT reovery routing.
RTConstants Used to hold onstants used in the implementation.
RTFileTopology Used to read the les produed by the IPRT tree generator.
RTPaket Extension of the IP paket format, adds a eld for tree olor.
Shiva Used to trigger faults in the network.
Util Used to ongure the simulation senarios.
Table 6.2: IPRT J-sim extensions
6.2.1 Routing protool
The implementation of the routing protool is an extension to the original stati routing
protool found in J-sim. This is done to add the abability of populating more than one
FIB, and to provide the funtionality needed to reate the entries in the r/bTables. The
routing protool may only be utilized in the Setup-stage of the implementation. To be
able to address more than one FIB, the implementation stores the dierent FIBs in a
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stati manner, using an array, where the rst entry is the routing table used for normal
operation. The rTable and bTable are stored in the seond and third entry in the FIB
array, respetively.
When populating the FIB used for failure-free operation, the stati routing protool
follows the standard behavior of the J-sim implementation. This implies that an imple-
mentation of the Dijkstra algorithm is used to alulate the minimum shortest path trees
rooted at eah node in the network. Next, this information is used to populate the FIB
used for normal operation in eah node. The only hange in this proedure is that it is
possible to speify whih FIB to populate.
The stati routing protool supports non-negative weighted links. In the implemen-
tation of the utility funtions, preparing the network expets the link-ost to be speied
even if it only ontains a unied at ost on all links. Thus, the link ost is always
onsidered when using the Dijkstra implementation found in J-sim.
Populating the r/bTables
To populate the r/bTable, the J-sim implementation reads the redundant trees reated
by the IPRT tree generator in suh a way that the root and olor of eah tree is identied
orretly. Furthermore, the trees are used in turn to populate a single FIB entry, aording
to the tree olor, eah node identifying the next-hop towards the root node. By iterating
through all the trees obtained from the IPRT tree generator, the r/bTables are fully
populated.
In the implementation, the trees are not modelled as virtual topologies, but rather
used to assign new link-osts to the original topology. In this proess, all the weights of
the links are initiated with a high ost and subsequently the links found in a spei tree
is assigned a low ost.
Subsequently, the original topology and the newly obtained link ost matrix are used
in a modied version of the J-sim stati routing protool. The link ost fores the J-sim
implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm to follow the path aording to the redundant
tree, when alulating the shortest path tree rooted in the root node of the redundant
tree. When the shortest path algorithm has nished, only the entries identifying the
next-hop towards the root are installed at the FIBs. Whih FIB to update is determined
by the olor of the tree being proessed.
By using this approah, the interfae ID, i.e. the ID identifying the dierent links
attahed to a node, does not need to be synhronized or translated between the IPRT
tree generator and the J-sim implementation. The drawbak of using this approah is
that unneessary alulations are done in the Dijkstra algorithm, as shortest-path trees
rooted in eah node are alulated - even though only the root node of the redundant tree
being proessed is used.
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Preparing the Qbit information
The Qbit information is read from the Qbit le generated by the IPRT tree generator,
and made available to the forwarding proedure at eah node.
The Qbit information is not stored as a part of the routing table, but rather ontained
in a separate data-struture. The reason for hoosing a separate data-struture, was that
this approah provides the simplest solution, as it does not require any hanges to the
FIB entries or to the table-lookup proedure as found in the J-sim implementation.
Furthermore, the implementation requires the nodes to be given addresses, ranging
from zero to n− 1, to minimize the time needed for obtaining the Qbit information. This
redution may be ahieved beause the addressing sheme allows the Qbit information
to be stored in an array, where the entries orrespond to the address of the dierent
destinations, enabling the Qbit information to be retrieved in O(1) time given a known
destination.
6.2.2 Forwarding
The forwarding proedure has been implemented using the SIMULA RRL J-sim imple-
mentation as a template, where key parts have been rewritten to t the IPRT implemen-
tation. In essene, the implementation of the forwarding proedure of RRL and IPRT
follows the same general proedures. For example, reovered pakets are marked in the IP
header, and reeiving a paket so marked requires a table lookup in a reovery FIB. Fur-
thermore, available safe layers or tree olors must be identied during the initial reovery
proedure.
Generally, the dispather, i.e. the entity ontaining the forwarding proedures, may
work in two dierent environments; either in a failure-free environment or in an environ-
ment where loal failures are present.
The implementation of the dispather will detet if a paket has been attempted
forwarded over a failed link. Furthermore, the paket will go through a series of heks to
identify if the paket already has been reovered, or if this is the rst reovery attempt.
If the paket has never been reovered, the IP header of the paket is onverted to an
IPRT header. The new header inludes an extra eld ontaining the FIB ID, keeping the
value of all the original elds in the IP header. To populate this header, the dispather
provides a method for determining whih of the reovery FIB are to be used. The im-
plementation of this proedure follows a two-lookup proedure. This implies that as the
normal routing table is veried to have failed, one of the reovery tables must provide a
valid outgoing interfae. When entering this proedure, the Qbit is obtained before any
table lookup, emulating a situation in whih the Qbit information was made available
through the normal operation FIB, or obtained from a separate data-struture in ad-
vane of identifying the reovery FIB. When deiding whih tree to hoose, the proedure
rst attempts the red tree, and if it returns a valid result, and the Qbit orresponds to the
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FIB olor, the FIB ID is returned. If it returns an invalid interfae, or the Qbit indiates
that the blue FIB gives the best result, a seond table-lookup is performed, returning the
blue FIB ID if the table lookup was suessful. However, if the latter returns a failed
link, the red FIB ID is returned anyway.
This approah diers from the ideal implementation given the time the Qbit was
known. However, it is a valid approah, and it gives the opportunity to more losely
monitor the gain from using QoS Qbit. Furthermore, the paket is re-queued to be
forwarded by the router. This approah has no eet on the headers, as they are updated
at arrival, and not in the forwarding proedure.
In a failure-free environment, the IP header of eah paket is heked to see if it
mathes the IPRT header. If this is the ase, the forwarding proedure routes the paket
using the FIB identied by the header, otherwise the normal FIB is used.
Deetion
The Qbit information responsible for providing a guaranteed suessful loal reovery
proedure, is omputed with the probabilisti approah (see setion 5.3.1). This makes it
neessary to support deetion, i.e. requiring the forwarding proedure to move reovered
tra from the red to the blue path if a failure is enountered twie. This is done by
expanding the forward proedure.
When the forwarding proedure reeives a paket already enapsulated in an IPRT
header, it may either be a seond failure or the red reovery path has been followed and
the same failure enountered for a seond time. Thus, the forward proedure heks to
see if the FIB ID registered in the IPRT header is equal to the red FIB ID. If this is the
ase, the IPRT header is updated to equal the blue FIB ID and sent to be forwarded
again. Furthermore, if the paket ontains a blue FIB ID, this is registered as a senario
where a seond failure has been enountered and the paket is dropped.
6.2.3 Utilities
The implementation ontains several utilities. Generally, these are designed for automat-
ing tasks that would otherwise have to be done by hand during onguration of a simu-
lation senario. In addition, some utilities are designed to help obtaining results in the
experiments, and have a diret inuene on how the experiments are onduted. The two
most important utilities used for obtaining results in experiments are desribed here.
Tra generator
The tra generator may be used to install tra generators on eah of the nodes in
the network. In the implementation, a Poisson tra generator, inluded in J-sim, is
used as a basis for produing tra. In eah node, several generators are installed, eah
representing the dierent destinations the node may send tra to.
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The implementation allows refraining from installing soures bound for a spei node,
in addition to avoiding installing any soures on the speied node. This is done without
hanging the rate at whih the soures generate tra, had the node not been removed.
GetHops
The GetHops appliation is written to obtain the path length between a soure and
possible destinations. It uses the raw IP protool, and provides no guarantee for delivery.
The appliation may be used to obtain path length from a soure to a single desti-
nation, to all destinations, or to all destinations minus one speied exeption. It also
has the ability to perform two separate measurements during a senario, and omparing
them with eah other.
If a destination is unreahable, GetHops does not provide any information as to why.
This due to it not being able to guarantee the delivery of the probe pakets. However,
it has funtionality to detet whether the number of replies diers between two separate
measurements, or if the number of replies diers from the number of requests.
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Chapter 7
Design of simulation senarios
The authentiity and trustworthiness of the results obtained from simulation senarios
will depend on how the network is modelled. In this hapter, the key harateristis of
these models are reviewed, as well as alternative methods for their implementation.
7.1 Network
The network topology, and the manner in whih it is modelled, forms the foundation for
how the simulation senarios may be implemented. In this setion the key properties are
disussed.
7.1.1 Topology
The network topologies play a ruial role in how well IPRT, and any other multi-hop re-
overy shemes, performs. The most important property of the networks being modelled,
is that they are two-vertex onneted. This is needed for IPRT to provide full overage
for both node and link failure, and is a requirement for all topologies used in this thesis.
However, within the boundaries of this riterion, it is expeted that dierenes in network
properties may inuene the performane of IPRT. In this setion, the main attributes,
and dierent means to obtain the topologies, will be disussed.
Some of the main attributes of a network topology may be desribed through average
node degree, onnetivity and layout.
Among the various topology properties, it is expeted that the average node degree
is the most inuential. Generally, an inrease will result in more links to be present, and
thus more options are available during the tree generation phase of IPRT. This enables
the trees to ontain smaller yles and arhes and thus provide shorter reovery paths.
The vertex onnetivity of a topology is dened to be equal to the number of verties
that may be removed, before onnetivity is lost between any of the nodes in the network.
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Following Menger's theorem, it is known that IPRT requires two-vertex onnetivity to
be able to onstrut the red and blue trees. However, if the onnetivity rises, more paths
beome available for the IPRT tree generator to use.
Even when two networks has the same average node degree and onnetivity, there
may be dierenes in the performane, aused by topology layout. For example, if nodes
with low onnetivity degrees are loated at the edge of a network, the result may be a
minor redution of the average reovery path length of a reovery sheme, ompared to a
topology where they are loated at the edge of the network. This is beause a failure at
the edge of the network is likely to aet tra less.
The topologies may be whether modelled from real or syntheti networks. Many
network operators, espeially from big networks, make available data from the networks.
For example, Sprint makes available large amounts of data, that may be used to produe
high-delity simulations, based on real network topologies, and tra data that may
simulate a real event. Another possibility is to utilize topology generators. Several free
and ommerial appliations an be used to generate syntheti topologies.
The dierene between using a syntheti topology and real ones does not have a
great impat on RT. However, real topologies are generally both known and used in
measurements, and thus make it easier to obtain and ompare results aross studies. A
drawbak of using real topologies is that their number is limited as opposed to those from
topology generators. Conversely, a drawbak to using a syntheti topology is that design
issues are not as well-validated as real topologies. Consequently, when real topologies
are used, there is generally a better hane of the networks having been subjet of both
disussion and informed design deisions.
For this thesis, a mix of well-known real and syntheti topologies will be used. Fur-
thermore, the topologies should provide variety in the network properties.
7.1.2 Link apaity
Link apaity is a property of networks that sets the limits on how muh tra it may
suessfully transport. As oered tra in the network onverges towards the limits found
in the links, pakets will be dropped. It is usual to utilize mehanisms that ensure that
this ongestion does not interfere with the routing protool, allowing routing tra to
ontinue.
In a network, it is not unusual to have some diversity in the link apaity, and to use
tra engineering to distribute the load in an eient manner. However, when reovery
proedures are introdued in networks, a failure will result in tra being moved from its
usual routes, and introdued into other paths in the network. This ould lead to situations
where the oered load exeeds the available apaity and result in paket drops.
If it should be desirable to determine whether this senario happens during simulation,
the load of the network should be modelled after the load usually found in the simulated
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networks. Also, the link apaity should be set in aordane to the topology information
available. If ongestion ours, the total oered load on a link may be measured as
a ombination of link load and dropped pakages. However, if it is not desireable to
observe paket drop as a result of ongestion, the link apaity may be set relatively high
as ompared to oered tra. This does only aet paket drop; it is still possible to
observe if the tra on a spei link is higher than expeted.
When the link apaity and oered load is modelled to mimi that of an atual net-
work, the simulation results give the most aurate desription of the performane of the
reovery proedure. The disadvantage to this approah, is that it is muh more omplex
both to model, and to measure. Furthermore, when the link apaity is set so that the link
does not risk experiening ongestion, the results obtained may also be used to measure
the same eets that an be found in the more aurate simulation senarios.
In this thesis, the link apaity will be set to suh a value that no paket loss may
result from lak of bandwidth.
7.1.3 Link metris
Link metris may be used to inuene the path seletion of a routing protool when
several paths to a destination exists. By assoiating a ost to eah link, the network
resoures may be utilized in a more eient manner, allowing the routing protools to
provide a higher quality of servie to the network. In this thesis, both the J-sim stati
routing protool, and the IPRT tree generator, may use link metris when alulating the
paths. Furthermore, they both use the Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm to alulate the
paths.
The routing algorithm governs the metri values that may be used. When a Dijkstra
shortest-path algorithms is used, the link ost may not be negative, as this would keep
the algorithm from terminating. Furthermore, the link ost must be of suh a nature that
the link most likely to be used, is represented through the smallest values in the dierent
link metris of a network.
One of the big problems when using metris, is that the dierent reovery proedures
might need dierent metris to perform as optimally as possible. The optimal metris are
often dened through heuristis. In RT and thus in IPRT, there is still ongoing researh in
trying to nd good heuristis, but this is not part of the goals for this thesis. Nevertheless,
the use of metris may give an indiation of whether IPRT is able to respond to them.
Thus, the thesis will inlude the metris obtained as a part of the network topologies,
even though there is no guarantee that they used will produe good results.
There is not neessarily a onnetion between the link apaity and the link metris.
Even if the link apaity is not set aording to the real topologies used in this thesis, the
metris may help ahieve orret results. However, the metris should be derived from
the real topologies, as a mismath between the link bandwidth and the metris used when
reating the FIB, might result in the tra following paths not intended for heavy use.
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7.2 Tra
When tra is generated, it forms a network-wide load pattern, i.e. the load found on all
links at a given time or interval. When a failure ours in a network, the tra aeted
by the failure will be rerouted - following new paths in the network and forming a new
network-wide load pattern. How well IPRT is able to distribute this generated load is of
importane when evaluating its performane.
Charateristis in the tra imposed on networks may play a ruial role in evaluating
the performane of reovery shemes. There are two major inuenes to the performane
and behavior of networks during a failure; rstly, the amount and destinations of tra
introdued in the network, and seondly, in what manner the tra is transported. In
this setion, these properties will be examined to provide solutions used in the simulation
senarios in this thesis.
7.2.1 Transport layer protool
The IP paket struture is designed to provide a minimal set of mehanisms to transport
tra in a onnetionless environment, and has proven itself a versatile paket represen-
tation, leaving the preferred hoie of tra delivery methods to the upper layers. TCP
and UPD are two ommonly known transport protools used to extend the apabilities
of IP, and both transport protools are implemented in the J-sim simulator. Generally,
TCP is used to transport the majority of internet tra (72-94 %) while UDP is the
other signiant ontributor (5-27%) [30℄. The protools dier in the manner they deliver
pakets, and this dierene may inuene the obtained results, or the manner in whih
the simulations are onduted.
The main feature of the TCP transport protool is to provide mehanisms for the re-
liable delivery of pakets. One of these is TCP slow start, whih adjusts the transmission
rate in aordane with the pereived apabilities of the network and the reeiver. When
a paket is initially aeted by a failure, it will need to be re-routed using an alternative
path to reah the destination. If the paket needs to traverse more links aording to the
new path, this may result in a temporary hange in the rate the sender reeives aknowl-
edgements. This may lead TCP to interpet the hange in the reply rate as ongestion,
or loss of pakets, triggering the TCP slow start mehanism. Initial tests with the J-sim
TCP implementation revealed that the TCP streams did go into TCP slow start during
a simulated failure - even though reovery mehanisms were present.
The approah used by UDP does not dier muh from a raw IP delivery protool, as
it provides a best eort delivery sheme of pakets, that is, no guarantees are made as
to delivery. The UPD protool provides an option to use a slow-start mehanism, but this
mehanism will not be used in this thesis. Aordingly, when UDP is used to transport
pakets in a network experiening failure, the sender is not informed whether delivery
was suessful. This enables any soure using UDP as transport protool to send at a
onstant rate, regardless of the ondition of the network itself.
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When using TCP, several of its spei mehanisms inuene the network-wide load
during failure. Tra transported using TCP will experiene a TCP slow start, where the
sending rate is redued to a minimum for a period. For a period following immediately
after the failure, the load will be unaeted, as reovered pakets traverse the new path to
their destination. Furthermore, after the soures intiate the TCP slow start mehanism,
the length of the period during whih tra is restored to its full sending rate, depends on
both the time needed for the J-sim TCP implementation to itself restore the transmission
rate after the TCP slow start, and the propagation time of a paket between eah soure
and destination. The impat of the TCP slow start relation would depend on the duration
of the failure. Furthermore, when the failure is prolonged, and no reovery proedure is
oered, tra bound for a failed node will experiene a series of TCP slow starts, starving
the network of this tra. By using UDP for transport, the simulation senario beomes
easier to administrate, as the transmission rate does not depend on the network ondition
or the atual delivery of the pakets.
Considering the distribution of the transport protools used in the Internet, a real-
isti approah would be to utilize a ombination of TCP and UDP. However, by using
TCP, the onstrution of a simulated senario beomes more omplex both to ongure
and to analyze. By only using UDP, the simulated senario may represent a worst-ase
senario. This also removes the dependeny between the duration of the node-failure and
the obtained measurements, and shows the results that would be obtained if the failure
was long-lived and all tra bound for a failed destination was using UDP.
For this thesis, the transport protools used will be either UDP, or a pure IP solution.
The reason for hoosing this approah is to enable measuring the generated load in a
worst-ase senario, and to provide an easy environment to analyze.
7.2.2 Generating tra
There exists a number of ways to model the tra to be introdued into a network.
Generally, it is desirable that the generated tra resembles that of a real-life network,
as this gives a good foundation for evaluation of atual performane. However, properly
generating tra that resembles the tra found in the Internet is a topi that is heavily
debated, without a lear onsensus. Thus, a model has been hosen without too muh
disussion on all the available options.
The tra introdued into the network should be extensive enough to ensure to a-
urate veriation of network performane. E.g. if a tra generator only produes one
single paket every seond it would be hard to determine any eets in the load patterns.
To generate the network-wide load two tehniques are used:
• A tra generator based on the Poisson distribution, to generate the load between
all soures and destinations.
• A tra matrix is used to individually sale the load of the tra generators, in
order to provide load-distribution.
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In the artile by Thomas Karagiannis et.al. [31℄, the authors antiipate that Poisson
models may be used to aurately model Internet bakbone tra on sub-seond time
sales. Furthermore, the artiles states that simulations may get suiently aurate
results by varying the arrival rate of a Poisson proess. In J-sim, several tra generators
are available, and for this thesis, a Poisson tra soure from the J-sim pakage will be
used.
The tra will be weighted aording to a tra matrix made to mimi the load-
distribution found in eah individual network [32℄. The tra matrix desribes the de-
mand between all soures and destinations, but it does not desribe how the tra is
routed, nor the amount of tra to be generated. The use of a tra matrix provides
many features not overed in this thesis. Commonly, the tra matrix would be saled to
math the generated load to the link apaity. However, in this thesis, it is only used for
generating a redible load pattern between soures and destinations, as the link apaity
of the network modelled does not reet atual apaity. This is beause the goal for this
thesis does not inlude determining the best load distribution IPRT is able to provide,
but rather to determine if IPRT is able to distribute load at all.
In the thesis, a total load generated by all soures ombined will be speied. This
enables the J-sim tra generator utility, desribed in the IPRT implementation hapter,
to alulate the average load generated by all Poisson soures. Furthermore, the dierent
tra soures are saled aording to a tra matrix, whih speies a relative ratio of
the amount of tra bound between every soure/destination pair in a given network.
This enables the tra to resemble the network-wide load pattern that old potentially
be present in the topologies.
7.3 Failure models
The failure model used in the simulator governs the results that are possible to obtain
from the simulated senarios and the time needed to simulate all possible failures. In
a real network, failures may originate for a multitude of reasons, diering in sale and
severity. They may be either physial or logial, and arise from either external or internal
auses. An example of an external physial error ould be a able ut, while an internal
logial error ould be aused by an erroneous onguration. Furthermore, not all errors
our by aident, but are rather the result of planned servie events - hardware upgrades
or large onguration hanges, for example. However, in this thesis, a simpler failure-
senario resembling severe physial error will be used - simulating a omplete failure,
where the failed entity eases operation.
The failure models that may be used inlude:
• Node failure, the model whih provides the most omprehensive failures, as a node
failure also entails a failure on all adjaent links of the node.
• Link failure, whih produe a sub-set of the failures generated in the node failure
model. It allows the nodes to remain operational, and retain funtionality on all
operational links.
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The node failure model is the model that provides the most omprehensive failures,
as it entails a failure on all adjaent links of the failed node. Beause IPRT has been
designed to withstand node failure, this property should be veried in the simulated
senarios. Node failure should also be the failure model that provides the fastest aess
to a full veriation of the IPRT model. However, by using node failure as the only failure
model, the last-hop problem may not be onrmed in the simulator. This is beause the
last-hop problem deals with how to reover tra when the node immediately upstream
of the failure is the last-hop node before reahing the destination address, and the ause
of failure is unknown.
The link failure model will produe a subset of failures generated in the node failure
model. It may not be used to verify the IPRT method, as it is not apable of providing
an environment where tra meant to avoid a spei node is easily deteted. To detet
suh tra would require additional information in the reovered paket, and spei
detetion logi would be required in the dispather. However, by using this failure model,
it may be shown in the simulated environment that the IPRT method solves the last-hop
problem.
It would be possible to utilize a ombination of the two failure models, to show that
IPRT is apable to reover tra when a node failure is present, and to solve the last-
hop problem when a link failure is present at the destination node. However, this would
require a large inrease in the number of simulation senarios.
Beause of a desire to keep the number of simulations down, and that it has been shown
in theory that IPRT is apable of solving the last-hop problem, the node failure model
will be used in this thesis. Furthermore, if IPRT is apable of providing fast reovery
during all possible node failures, there are no good reason for it to not be apable of
solving the last-hop problem.
7.4 Modeling re-onverged senarios
The re-onverged results are not modelled aurately in aordane to a real senario.
However, the model ensures that the failed node in the network is not used to generate,
reeive, or forward any tra. The dierenes may be found in the way the routing tables
are reated.
• The routing tables used in the re-onverged senario ontain an entry to the failed
node.
To ensure that the failed node is not used as an intermediate node for any tra, the
adjaent links are given a very high ost when initializing the senario. The ost is set so
high that the shortest-path stati routing algorithm does not use the node in any path,
exept where the failed node is the destination.
When simulating the re-onverged senarios, the failed node is failed with the same
mehanisms used to model failure when simulating an IPRT or RRL enabled network.
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This ensures that no tra bound for or traversing the failed node may be suessfully
delivered.
To verify the behavior of the re-onverged model, the overage of the re-onverged
senario may be tested. It should provide full overage when exluding the failed desti-
nation.
7.5 Performing measurements
When performing measurements on a simulated senario, some hanges in the network
state may need a transient period. More preisely, a period during whih the state hange
fundamentally alters the network behavior, introduing a duration where some time is
needed for the network to reah a new equilibrium. During this period, any measurements
ould potentially provide data that may skew the results in an unrealisti diretion. For
example, if the J-sim TCP implementation was to be used for transport, a node failure
would result in a TCP slow start of the soures aeted by the failure, lowering the
throughput of a network immediately following the failure. Furthermore, during this
post-failure period, there will be a time span where the tra aeted by the failure is
being rerouted, and beause of the propagation time, there will be a delay before the
eet of the failure may be seen in the link-load of the links downstream of the failure. If
the measurements are based on this post-failure period, they may not provide an aurate
piture of the atual inuene of the state hange on the network.
In the simulated experiments with IPRT, the main fous is the duration between
failure and subsequent re-onvergene. It has been shown that the IP re-onvergene
may be redued to sub-seond response time [7℄. However, an important motivation for
implementing IP fast reover mehanisms, is to provide the re-onvergene proess with
more time to properly respond to the failure, and thus, the duration of the reovery
proedure should be onsidered a larger interval.
To ensure that the results obtained from the simulation are orret, the duration
between failure and re-onvergene should be run more than one. There are several ways
of ahieving this, but a ommonly used approah is to use a simulation tehnique named
setioning [33℄. This method allows a single senario to ount as a series of independent
runs, by running the same senario for a magnitude longer than the original duration
the simulation was intended to run for. This is done by splitting the simulation into
a series of disrete periods where measurements are performed, and furthermore desist
from measuring for a short interval between the periods, in order to make the disrete
measured periods independent. By using this tehnique, less total time is required for
the transient period, i.e., the period from system startup until a stable state is reahed,
while it is still possible to provide a range of independent measurements.
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Chapter 8
Experiments
In this hapter, the experiments will be desribed and the results obtained from the
simulated senarios will be shown, followed by a disussion of the results.
The main goal of the experiments is to show that the IPRT mehanism may be used
for reovery in onventional IP networks. Thus, an important part of the experiments
is to show that no paket aeted by a single node failure, exluding the tra sent to
the failed node, is lost during the duration of the failure. Furthermore, a sub-goal of the
experiments is to show to show how the IPRT method performs in terms of reovery and
how the method aets the network-wide load.
8.1 Experiment desription
In this setion, the experiments and their aims will be presented. Furthermore, in these
experiments, the IPRT spei parameters that will be varied inlude what ost has been
used, when the reovery trees have been generated, the use of QoS information in the
Qbit tables, and the use of deetion in the forwarding proedure:
• Either the trees may be onstruted using a at ost on all links or use the link-ost
speied obtained from the topology. By using a the ost obtained from the topolo-
gies it may be possible to see if the algorithm used in the IPRT tree generator is
able to respond to hanges in link-ost.
• Qbit may be used for optimization, i.e. seleting the best outgoing interfae, and
guaranteeing a orret forwarding proedure using loal reovery, i.e. seleting a
valid reovery path. When referring to Qbit in this hapter it is the QoS respon-
sibilities that are referred. Thus, the Qbit tables are always populated with the
information needed to ensure orret forwarding, but does not inlude the QoS in-
formation unless expliit stated otherwise.
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• The Qbit information responsible for provide a guaranteed suessful loal reovery
proedure is omputed with the probabilisti approah (see setion 5.3.1), making
it neessary to support deetion, i.e. require the forwarding proedure to move
reovered tra from the red to the blue path is a failure is enountered twie.
By turning o deetion, it may prove that the reovery FIBs represent a valid
onguration for forwarding without deetion, i.e. a set of trees that ould have
been omputed from the exat proedure to populate the Qbit information. Thus,
enable the experiments to inlude an assertion on the eets of using deetion in
the forwarding proedure.
8.1.1 Coverage and model veriation
The degree of overage the IPRT may provide is the most important experiment in this
thesis. The goal of the test is to show the amount of tra aeted by a single failure that
the reovery method may suessfully deliver to the destinations. Furthermore, beause
it is proven in theory that the overage should be 100%, this test is able to verify the
simulation model. A seondary goal of this test is to investigate the degree of overage
ahieved when deetion is turned o in the forwarding proedure.
To verify the overage of IPRT, the test needs to be able to determine the perentage
of destinations that an be reovered during a single failure, and furthermore, ensure that
all potential failure situations are overed. Furthermore, the test needs to be able to
verify a suessful reovery proedure, or disover if a reovery proedure has failed.
In order to identify the nodes that may be reahed during a single failure, the test
does only need to verify the amount of nodes that the neighbors of the failed node may
suessfully reah. This is beause IPRT provide loal reovery, and thus, only the neigh-
bors of a failed node may initiate a reovery proedure. A possible optimization ould be
to verify the destinations where the next-hop would have been the failed node, and thus,
redue the number of destinations that needs to be heked.
In order to verify every failure situation the method for verifying the overage of
a single failure needs to be applied suh that eah node in the network is failed one.
Beause the reovery path to a destination is determined by the pair of redundant trees
of whih the destination is the root node of, the path of a reovered paket depends on
the destination, the geographial position of the node initiating the reovery, and whih
of the redundant trees are failure-free.
This approah ensures that all possible loal-reovery senarios for a spei failure
situation are tested. Furthermore, to ensure that the time between to failure situations is
of suh a degree that there is no hane for a paket to be aeted by two dierent failures
before it reahes the destination, the overage provided during a single node-failure will
be tested in separate simulation senarios.
The test must be able to verify that the lak of overage is suessfully determined.
In order to provide a suessful reovery IPRT needs to fulll two riterions, whih forms
the foundation for the overage veriation:
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• The initial reovery needs to be suessfully performed i.e., the forwarding proedure
needs to be able to identify the pakets aeted by the failure and hoose whih
reovery tree to use.
• All nodes in the network need to be able to forward the reovered pakets along the
speied tree.
One possible way of verifying the amount of suessful reovery proedures is to verify
that all sent pakets are atually delivered, and furthermore identify when pakets are
dropped. The overage ould be determined by only verifying the suessful delivery
of pakets. However, by identifying the dropped pakets it is possible determine the
reason for a failed delivery in more detail. In order to ensure that a paket is delivered
it is possible to use the GetHop utility, whih will report if a destination has not been
reahed. Furthermore, it is possible to instrut the dispathers at eah node to report
when pakets are dropped and a detailed desription on the reason for the drop. Thus, if
a paket drop ours this will be reorded in the log le of the simulation.
Thus, the overage will be veried based on a multiple simulation runs for eah listed
senario where results are drawn from two separate measurement methods. In eah run,
a single node is failed, and furthermore, one of the neighbors of the failed node tries to
ommuniate with all other nodes exept itself and the failed node. The test iterates suh
that for eah simulated node-failure, all neighbor nodes initiate the ommuniation one.
The node initiating the ommuniation keeps trak of whih nodes it was able to reah
before and after the failure. These results are ompared against eah other. Furthermore,
the dispather at eah node is ongured to log any paket drop.
8.1.2 Path-length
The senario needed to determine path-length is very similar to the overage and model
veriation test. However, it is neessary to inlude measurements from more nodes in
eah failure-situation. Furthermore, this test will inlude measurements from failure-free,
re-onverged and RRL-reovery operation to ompare to IPRT performane.
The test needs to verify how IPRT inuene the path length between a soure and
destination. It should also be able to ensure that all situations where failure may inuene
a path are overed by the test. The test does not need to verify the number of paths that
may not be reovered, as this will be apparent from the overage test.
• When measuring path-length it is the entire path that needs to be measured. This
is neessary to be able to determine the dierenes between results obtained from
the normal, reovery and re-onverged senarios, as the intermediate nodes found
in a path between a spei soure and destination may have hanged between the
senarios.
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• The reovery path to a destination is partly determined by the geographial position
of the node initiating the reovery, and whih of the redundant trees are failure-free.
Thus, even if the same destination node is used, a failure on dierent intermediate
nodes in the path between a soure and destination may yield dierent inreases in
path-length. This makes it important to, for eah single-node failure, measure the
inuene the failure have on the paths where the failed node would be a part of the
path during failure-free operation.
As in the overage test, the path-length test utilizes the HopCount appliation. This
appliation is run at eah node. At the soure node, the appliation is used to probe
the network, sending a single HopCount paket to a speied set of nodes. At the eah
reeiving nodes, the appliation reords the number of hops and if the paket has been
reovered. Subsequently it inlude this information in a reply sent to the soure node.
To obtain the results the simulation is repeated suh that eah operational node initiate
the ommuniation one in eah node-failure senario. The network is probed one during
failure free operation to be able to give a referene point to the path lengths in a failure
free environment. Subsequently a single node is failed, and the appliation is rerun. The
time between the rst and the seond run of the pakets is set large enough to guarantee
that the failure does not inuene the results obtained at eah stage. Furthermore, a
list is printed to the log, speifying the hop-ount of paths aeted by a failure. This
enables the olletion of data on the path-length before and after the failure in addition
to speifying the node initiating the ommuniation and the node reeiving the pakets.
Subsequently, the pairs of sender and reeivers are reorded and used as input to the
HopCount appliation in a re-onverged simulation senario. However, this step is only
onduted if the rst run reveals paths inuened by the failure.
Care must be taken to avoid produing erroneous results. A potential soure to errors
originates from the time between the measurements and the failed node. Thus, are
must be exerises to ensure that the failure and the measurements do not interfere with
eah other. By using a high link apaity and a substantial amount of time between
the hekpoints in the simulation this is guaranteed. I.e. the time and the link apaity
and propagation time must exeed the time to live, suh that no tra is present in the
network at the time the failure is simulated.
8.1.3 Throughput and load distribution
The throughput test aims to reveal the apabilities of IPRT to spread load in the net-
work. Furthermore, it will be used to determine how deetion in the forward proedure
inuenes the load in the network.
Beause every destination node has a dierent set of redundant trees, and the redun-
dant trees are generated through means of short yle and arhes, it is antiipated that
IPRT may be able to spread the load of a reovered tra in a way that may resemble
the re-onverged paths. To verify this assumption the results of the throughput test will
be shown on link-level, giving detailed desription on the load observed at eah link.
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When using the deetion mehanisms to assure that all tra is apable of being
reovered it is antiipated that the method may generate a higher load than an approah
where aurate Qbit was pre-omputed for this purpose. Furthermore, it is antiipated
that about half of the tra bound for a failed destination will be deeted. This is
beause the forward orretion Qbit is not set for the destination and when tra from
all other nodes is present the overall tra reovered to the lower ID is expeted to
aount for an average of half the tra bound for the failed node.
To gather the results eah link is tted with a tra monitor as implemented in the
J-sim simulator. It is able to print the total throughput of a link every seond, resetting
the ounters at eah log point. However, when no load is present on a link it is not able to
log this as a zero load. This ould lead to a problem; if a link is operational but not used
to transport tra, its load of zero would not be registered as part of the measurements.
This is solved by generating a logle resembling the result that would have been produed
by the tra monitor had it been able to log orretly. The les are only generated for
links that were operational but not used to transport pakets by using the senario logle
to separate failed and operational links.
To obtain the results eah experiment is repeated one for every possible node-failure.
In eah run, the tra generators are installed and a single node is failed at simulation
startup. The tra monitor will start to measure after the senario has been running for 5
seonds, and the entire senario ends at 1000 seonds. Beause UDP is used to transport
the tra, this duration should be suient for the senario to stabilize the load at
eah link. Furthermore, when analyzing the results, it is assumed that the time between
failure-detetion and re-onvergene is 10 seonds and 1 seond is used to separate the
setions.
When simulating the re-onverged senario, the tra generators generating tra
bound for the failed node are not removed. This enables a diret omparison between the
re-onverged senario and the IPRT senario in terms of the amount of tra introdued
in the network. However, this makes the re-onverged senario less realisti as it normally
would not have any route to the failed node, and thus, in a real senario, no tra bound
for this node would be introdued in the network.
To generate the load a series of Poisson tra generators, where eah load is saled
aording to the tra matrix of the topology, will be used. All soures ombined will
be ongured to generate a total load of 10 Mbps of tra regardless of the topology.
By introduing a total of 10 Mbps, eah soure generates an average of 111 Kbps if 10
nodes are present in the network or 26 Kbps when 20 nodes are used. Furthermore, the
soure will generate pakets with a onstant size of 480 bit in the payload, thus produing
pakets of 500 bits when the IP header is inluded.
To guarantee that no tra is lost due to small link-apaity the links are ongured
to handle a load of 100 Mbps.
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8.1.4 Topologies
The topologies used to evaluate IPRT behavior is Abilene (8.3), Geant (8.1), Uninett (8.4)
and Cost239 (8.2). They provide a variety in both onnetivity and layout and average
node degree, and are well-known topologies often used in researh and evaluation. Beause
of the variety in the network, properties it is expeted that the results obtained from the
dierent topologies will vary. E.g. Abilene provide a topology that is expeted to produe
longer reovery paths than Cost239.
Figure 8.1: The Geant topology
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Figure 8.2: The Cost239 topology
Figure 8.3: The Abilene topology
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Figure 8.4: The Uninett topology
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8.2 Results
This setion ontains the results from the experiments desribed. All disussion will be
onduted in setion 8.3.
The RRL layers was generated by an layer generator obtained at SIMULA. The layer
generator was an old implementation and may not represent the atual qualities of RRL
or Multiple Routing Congurations (MRC) [34℄, whih is a further development of RRL.
The number of layers used in the simulations is shown in table 8.1.
Network Layers used
Abilene 5
Cost239 2
Geant 5
Uninett 7
Table 8.1: The number of reovery layers used by RRL in the simulations
8.2.1 Coverage
Table 8.2 and 8.3 shows the overage of IPRT and RRL with the dierent parameters.
Network Link-ost Qbit Coverage
Abilene
Yes
Yes 100%
No 100%
No
Yes 100%
No 100%
Cost 239 No
Yes 100%
No 100%
Geant
Yes
Yes 100%
No 100%
No
Yes 100%
No 100%
Uninett
Yes
Yes 100%
No 100%
No
Yes 100%
No 100%
Table 8.2: IPRT reovery overage
The tests was repeated one with forward deetion, i.e. the ability to move tra
from the red to the blue path, turned o. The overage obtained from this test was the
same as for the one with deetion turned on, i.e. full overage. These results validates
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Network Link-ost Coverage
Abilene no 100%
Cost239 no 100%
Geant no 100%
Uninett no 100%
Table 8.3: RRL reovery overage
further testing with deetion turned o in the forwarding deisions even though the trees
were not initially generated to support this usage. This may be done beause it has been
shown that the reovery FIBs used represent valid ongurations for forwarding without
deetion. I.e. it has been shown in the overage setion that they provide with 100 %
overage without deetion turned on.
8.2.2 Path-length
The graphs found in Figure 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 show the distribution
of path-lengths aeted by a failure. The path-length is a measurement on the amount
of links a paket must traverse to get from the soure to the destination. In IPRT the
reovery path is determined by the redundant trees of whih the destination is the root
node of, the geographial position of the node initiating the reovery and whih of the
redundant trees are available for this node to use. Thus, A→B and B→A are disjunt
paths and treated as suh - even though they might follow the same links. Paths unaeted
by failure are not inluded in the graphs.
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Figure 8.5: Abilene, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.6: Abilene, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.7: Geant, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.8: Geant, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.9: Uninett, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.10: Uninett, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.11: Cost239, with at link-ost
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8.2.3 Load distribution
The graphs found in Figure 8.12, 8.13, 8.14, 8.15, 8.16, 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19 show the median
throughput inluding the 97.5 and 2.5 perentile measured at eah link. In the tests UDP
was used as a transport protool making the measured values mimi a worst-ase senario.
In addition the tra between eah soure and destination node was weighted aording
to topology spei tra matrixes.
The results obtained from running the simulations with QoS Qbit are omitted as they
did not dier from the results obtained without QoS Qbit turned on.
Note that the re-onverged results inlude tra from soures sending tra to failed
nodes. This tra is dropped at the last-hop before it reah the failed nodes.
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Figure 8.12: Abilene, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.13: Abilene, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.14: Geant, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.15: Geant, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.16: Uninett, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.17: Uninett, with link-ost enabled
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Figure 8.18: Cost239, with at link-ost
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Figure 8.19: Cost239, with at link-ost and QoS Qbit
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8.3 Disussion
8.3.1 Coverage
Of the results obtained from the simulation runs, the overage results show the most
important feature of IPRT. Both IPRT and RRL are proven apable of delivering 100 %
overage, whih is an exellent result onsidering this may be the single most important
property to legitimate the use of extra resoures in a network in order to provide IP
fast reroute reovery. However, IPRT is able to provide this overage using a small and
onstant amount of additional state information. In these tests RRL needed between
two and seven reovery FIBs (see g. 8.1) while IPRT used a onstant amount of two
additional FIBs.
Beause it has been proven in theory that the IPRT method should be able to provide
100 % overage, the results seems to verify that the IPRT simulator model has been
implemented orretly. Sine node failure has been used as the only failure-model in this
thesis, it has not been shown in the simulator that the IPRT solve the last-hop problem.
However, following diretly from the tree-generation proess it is proven in theory that
IPRT does solve this problem without the need of any additional funtionality in the
IPRT model.
8.3.2 Path-length
The results obtained from the path-length tests shows that IPRT is apable of delivering
short reovery paths. This is an important property beause the number of links used to
forward the pakets inuene diretly on the total amount of load generated in a network.
When the number of links used to forward a paket inrease the total load inrease as
the paket generate load on all links it traverse.
The graphs show that all normal tra aeted by a failure has a path-length of two
or more. This is beause the measured paths show the path-length of tra aeted
by failure that is bound for an operational node. Beause the destination needs to be
downstream of the failure to be aeted by the failure, the path-length needs to be at
least two hops. In some irumstanes, when link ost has been enabled, the path-length
after a re-onvergene beomes only one hop. This is beause the re-onverged tra
then follows a path with higher ost.
Furthermore, it may be observed that the routes obtained after a re-onvergene
are shorter than the reovery paths obtained from both RRL and IPRT. This may be
explained from the fat that a re-onvergene may be ompared to the best result that
a global reovery ould produe. Furthermore, both RRL and IPRT needs to implement
a loal reovery proedure resulting in paths that may need to baktrak upstream of
the failure. In addition, both RRL and IPRT are using restrited sub-topologies to route
pakets aeted by the failure as a result of the layer reation or tree reation needed to
guarantee full overage.
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In these tests, IPRT and RRL provide reovery paths that are omparable in terms
of reovery path-length distribution. However, the test result should only be onsidered
to give indiations on the relative performane of IPRT. RRL was not tweaked to obtain
good results, and the number of layers was set to the minimum number of layers that the
layer generator ould provide for eah topology. Furthermore, RRL ould use more layers
to provide with shorter reovery paths.
8.3.3 Load distribution
In this setion, IPRTs general ability to distribute load is analyzed. In addition, it is
shown that the use of deetion, i.e. the ability to move a IPRT paket with a RED FIB
ID to a BLUE FIB ID, does inrease the load in some worst-ase senarios and should
be avoided. The QoS spei properties, i.e. the ability to respond to link-ost and QoS
Qbit, are disussed in the next setion.
The measurements obtained from the post-failure load-distribution experiment give
information on several aspets of the IPRT reovery proedure. The most important
observations are listed and disussed below.
• IPRT is generally apable to follow the load distribution obtained at re-onvergene.
• The median load is generally higher when IPRT is used (see g. 8.4).
• In some failure situations IPRT inrease the maximum load on spei links signif-
iantly.
In the measurements obtained from simulating the re-onverged state in the network,
the failed nodes have tra bound for them. Thus, the amount of tra introdued in
the network does not dier between the IPRT reovery senarios and the re-onverged
senarios.
In the senarios where IPRT reovery is used, only the tra aeted by the failure
is rerouted by the IPRT reovery proedure. In most failure situations the tra will
be unaeted by the failure, allowing the tra to be forwarded aording to the FIBs
obtained from the normal routing proedure. When re-onvergene is used, the routes
will be very similar to the normal routing table, as only the shortest paths aeted by the
simulated failure are altered. Thus it may be expeted that most of the tra introdued
in the network will follow the same links and thus to a great extent allow tra to follow
the same paths in both failure-free and failed situations. This is also valid when ost is
used as the link-ost is not altered, exept for when the re-onvergene is simulated, and
then only links aeted by the failure are altered.
The redundant trees are generated to provide with reovery paths that are lose to the
shortest path available. Thus, it is likely, that the reovery paths follow the re-onverged
shortest path in a lose manner. However, beause the IPRT redundant tree generator
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needs to follow strit rules when onstruting the trees, it is expeted that there will, to
a small extent, be some deviation from the shortest path at most times.
The paths found in the r/bTables are based on eah individual nodes pair of redundant
trees. This should enable IPRT to provide good spread of tra downstream of a failure.
However, in this implementation it is partly governed by hane. I.e. if there is a link
with low ost downstream of the failure and link-ost is used, it is a higher probability
that the link will be inluded in all trees. However, beause of the redundant properties of
the red and blue paths the link will probably not be inluded in all the available reovery
paths downstream of the failure.
Network Link-ost Deet avg total in min link in max link in
Abilene
Yes
Yes 6.65% -1.53% 45.89%
No 5.89% -1.53% 45.89%
No
Yes 7.27% -0.29% 139.15%
No 6.82% -0.29% 109.48%
Cost 239 No
Yes 1.15% -4.00% 11.50%
No 1.15% -4.00% 11.50%
Geant
Yes
Yes 1.42% -2.39% 15.00% *
No 1.42% -2.39% 15.00% *
No
Yes 1.39% -3.55% 11.11%
No 1.39% -3.55% 11.11%
Uninett
Yes
Yes 0.70% -3.70% 100.00% *
No 0.68% -3.70% 100.00% *
No
Yes 0.70% -1.04% 12.28%
No 0.70% -1.04% 12.28%
Table 8.4: IPRT median throughput ompared to re-onverged values on total load and
link-level load (* does not inlude measurements where re-onverged link-load is zero)
The general inrease in the median load when IPRT is used, is aused by the fat
that IPRT is using a loal reovery strategy. When using a loal reovery strategy the
length of the reovery paths usually ontains more hops than if a global reovery strategy
is used. It is apparent from the path-length experiments that this is valid for IPRT.
Beause more links are used to forward the tra a single paket that has been subjet of
reovery, is bound to generate more load as more links are used to transport the paket
to its destination.
Furthermore, some load-spikes may be observed in the results from the simulations.
It may be observed that it is during only a few of the failure situations that a load-spike
is present beause of the deviation between the median value and the high perentile. An
example on suh spikes may be seen in Figure 8.12 and 8.13 on link 2 (onneting node
1 and 2) and link 3 (onneting node 3 and 4), similar examples are also present in all
the other topologies. There are several reasons to why the spikes ome to presene but
generally they are a result of one or more of the two irumstanes listed below.
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1. When IPRT is enabled, all tra aeted by failure is treated uniformly and thus
tra bound for failed nodes are subjet for the reovery proedures of IPRT.
Furthermore, the initial yle used when generating the redundant trees follows a
shortest path starting and ending in the root node. This approah makes it likely
that the reovered tra destined to the failed node to be ontained in a near
geographial proximity of the failed node and thus reating a hot-spot of tra.
2. When reovered tra enounters a failure for the seond time, i.e. reovered tra
with the failed node as destination, the tra following a red path is tried reovered
a seond time. In the simulations used here the only tra that is subjet for this
deetion is the tra bound for the failed node, thus inreasing the hot-spot
eet. Generally, the amount of tra that is deeted equal to half the tra
bound for the failed destination. This may be observed from the measurements
performed with deetion turned o.
The observed eet from these two irumstanes are further inreased by the re-
onverged senarios tra bound for the failed node is not tried reovered. In addition, the
tra matrix used to vary the load generated by the tra generators ontain variations
in the amount of tra bound for a node and a few of the tra generators generates an
above average heavy load.
To verify the ndings the simulation of the Abilene topology, where the example
load-spikes were shown, was repeated and the results may be seen in gure 8.20 and
8.21. However, in these experiments all tra bound for a failed node was pruned from
the network. I.e, the tra generators sending tra to the failed destination were not
installed. Thus, the results obtained from these simulations ontains less tra than
the previous onduted experiments, and may not be ompared diretly to the previous
shown graphs. Furthermore, the results does not show an aurate piture of how IPRT
would perform as the tra should be tried reovered. I.e., the upstream node should
presume that all failures are link-failures, as this approah is the only approah that may
guarantee 100 % overage of all failures, i.e. the last-hop problem. However, the results
obtained here seem to onrm the laim that the reovery of pakets bound for the failed
node is responsible for the load-spikes.
The observed inrease in load makes it lear that the probabilisti approah to pop-
ulate the Qbit tables - in order to ensure loal reovery, is a poor hoie. The deetion
result in a inrease in link-load when the destination node has failed. Thus, the better
hoie between the probabilisti and exat approah, is the latter approah - even though
this hoie requires a small inrease in omputational requirements.
8.3.4 QoS
This setion aims to disuss IPRTs ability to support QoS routing, i.e. the observed eet
of QoS Qbit and IPRTs ability to respond to the use of link-ost and how this inuene
the load-distribution.
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Figure 8.20: Abilene, no tra to or from failed node with at ost on links
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Figure 8.21: Abilene, no tra to or from failed node with ost on links
Qbit
In the IPRT design hapter it was shown that Qbit ould be populated with QoS in-
formation, in order to enable the IPRT forwarding proedure to selet the shorter of
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two reovery paths when available. The results show that the QoS Qbits did not have
any inuene on the results gathered from the simulations, with the exeption of the
ost239 network. In ost239, it did redue the average length of the reovery path, and
furthermore, it was shown that the redution in reovery path-length did not inuene
the worst-ase link-load in the network (see Figure 8.18 and 8.19).
The reason for the low benet obtained from using QoS Qbit in terms of better
performane may be a result of several irumstanes.
• Beause of the requirement of a degree of three or more on the number of links only
a subset of the nodes in the network may potentially benet from QoS Qbit.
• The redundant trees are generated in suh a way that the yle and arhes are tried
kept to a minimum length. Thus a greater amount of links are used and makes
it more likely that one of the paths follows the path used for routing in normal
operation. A good example on this eet is found in the simulation with the Geant
topology where the log les showed that there were no irumstanes where both
reovery paths were available during a failure.
• The topology requirements that needs to be fullled to provide QoS Qbit is very
similar to the senarios where Qbit forward orretion needs to be utilized. Further-
more, beause deetion was used, the basis for setting and loking a Qbit entry
were based on whether or not it was potentially needed and thus this method may
inlude false positives.
• When the Qbit information was alulated equal ost paths was tagged with a
third-olor and always interpreted as a free seletion resulting in the red path
being hosen.
The author does still believe that the use of QoS Qbit may potentially benet the
performane of IPRT. However, given the irumstanes used in the simulations in this
thesis, it is lear that the ost of alulating the QoS Qbit is not justied in terms of
better performane.
Cost
From the results it may be observed that the IPRT method is generally apable of re-
sponding to hanges in link-ost.
One way to observe the hanges in link-ost is to onsider the median obained from the
measurements done on the topologies. An example an be found in the abilene (Figure
8.13 and 8.12) in links 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 or uninett (Figure 8.17 and 8.16) in links 3, 5,
6, 17 and 27. In both these examples the median in the re-onverged simulations has a
lear hange in the link-load and in both examples IPRT is able to follow the hanges.
In Table 8.4 one may observe that the median total load show a stable average when
ost is introdued in geant and uninett. As more links are used to transfer pakets between
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the destinations, it is expeted that the total load generated will inrease when link-ost is
used. However, in both geant and uninett it may also be observed an elevated perentage
value in max link inrease and a derease in perentage values in minimum link inrease.
This gives an indiation that IPRT and the re-onverged reovery paths diers more,
ompared to that of a at link-ost, when using the ost speied by the topology. In the
abilene topology this situation is reversed - providing more losely related paths when
link-ost is introdued.
The reason for observing the dierenes between geant or uninett and abilene may
stem from the IPRT tree generation. In the abilene topology the link ost enabled the
paths obtained in the re-onverged senario to more losely relate to the IPRT reovery
paths as the topology provide only small variations in the trees. In a similar manner,
the geant or uninett re-onverged senarios using link-ost provided paths that IPRT was
not exible enough to fully respond to the hanges. However, beause IPRT is a loal
reovery proedure, it is expeted that the reovery method may not be able to provide
an optimal solution when ompared to a re-onverged senario. Another reason for some
of the links to be utilized, even if it has a low ost, may stem from the way the redundant
trees are built. In the implementation used in this thesis the tree generation needs to
follow strit rules, and may not always be able to freely hoose between all available links.
Even though IPRT is generally apable of responding to the use of link-ost, more
work needs to be done in order to obtain knowledge on how to ongure and utilize link-
ost in a IPRT enabled network. This is apparent from the link-load, where some failure
senarios do result in a utilization of links that should have been avoided.
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Chapter 9
Conlusions and future work
IPRT is based on the redundant tree approah presented by Medard et.al [1℄, extended to
provide a resoure eient way to populate the bakup Forward Information Base (FIB)
and furthermore, the mehanisms needed to utilize this information in the forwarding
proedure. By reversing the redundant trees obtained for the tree generator and use the
root as a destination, IPRT is able to provide IP fast reovery using two reovery FIBs
and guarantee full overage of all failures. Furthermore, IPRT may be the only IP fast
reovery proedure to provide a xed requirement in additional state information needed
at the routers.
The main goal of the thesis has been solved:
• By supplementing the FIB used for normal operation with the two additional reov-
ery FIBs, named r/bTable, and use tunneling or IP header marking for identifying
reovered pakets, IPRT is able to o-exist with normal routing protools in times
of failure-free operation.
• In order to provide loal reovery, IPRT uses Qbits, a bit indiating what reovery
FIB is preferred in a reovery situation, to be able to identify a reovery path
unaeted of failure. The data-struture holding the Qbit information may be
merged with the FIBs or be self-ontained as an addition to the reovery FIBs.
The Qbits may be populated through means of a probabilisti algorithm that is
able to identify and mark the needed paths in a fast way, or through use of an
exat proedure that requires more CPU usage but avoid the use of deetion in
the forwarding proedure (see setion 5.3.1). However, the exat proedure should
be used in order to derease the additional load assoiated with the use of IP fast
reovery.
• Beause the reovery FIBs are self-ontained they are unaeted by any potential
re-onvergene.
One of the strongest assets of IPRT is the ability to provide 100 % overage with a
minimal onstant amount of extra state information in eah router. This may be ahieved
through use of the r/bTable solution for populating the reovery FIBs. In omparison to
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RRL, this is a very good result; even though RRL is shown to need a small number of
layers to provide IP fast reovery no guarantees may be given on the upper bounds.
Beause IPRT may identify and orretly forward pakets based on only the olor of
the reovery path and the destination, it gains an advantage in state information needed to
provide the signaling mehanism. By guaranteeing that only two bits needs to be set in the
IP header to orretly forward a reovered paket IPRT it may be easier to aommodate
for IP headers to be used as signal-arriers in a real implementation. This ould enable
IPRT to be used without tunneling and thus avoid the inreased overhead in network
load and possible paket fragmentation assoiated with the use of IP enapsulating.
The ability to provide low additional state information is ahieved at the ost of
inreased amounts of alulations when ompared to RRL. To be able to populate the
r/bTable eah node in the network needs to perform a number of shortest path tree (SPT)
alulations equal to two times the number of nodes in the network. RRL also requires
one additional SPT omputation per layer, but the number of layers needed by RRL is
onsiderable lower than the number of redundant trees needed to populate the r/bTables
in IPRT. At the present time the best known algorithm for generating a pair of redundant
trees has a run-time of O(n + v) [27℄.
The Qbits may provide QoS properties, however the mehanisms and situations where
this may be fully utilized is not yet understood to a full extent; other approahes to
generate the redundant trees may benet from QoS Qbit to a larger degree than observed
in this thesis.
IPRT is able to provide with a good load-distribution in failure situation, and provides
good potential in the ability to respond to QoS link-ost. In the present implementation,
there are situations that reate hot-spots on ertain links. However, the eet may be
minimized by populate the Qbit in suh a way that deetion may be disabled.
9.1 Future work
The main disadvantage of IPRT is the number of omputations needed to reate all the
redundant trees. Future work should inlude an investigation if it is possible to provide
inremental alulations of the trees. If this is possible, it ould strengthen IPRT as a
ontestant among the IP fast reroute reovery proedures.
In this thesis, IPRT was implemented with a stati routing approah. Future work
ould inlude researh on how IPRT may interat with a real routing algorithm imple-
mentation as OSPF or IS-IS. In addition, it ould prove interesting to learn how IPRT
may be implemented in a hierarhial, segmented or area routing environment. Another
topi that is to some extent related to this kind of routing environment is to provide
reovery of multihomed destinations. IPRT may provide with an environment where this
ould be solved, and future work ould inlude a researh in this area.
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IPRT may benet from improved load-balaning and good heuristis for onguring
the link-ost. Work has been done in this area by Xue et.al [16℄ [17℄, however the eet
from using these algorithms are not known. Furthermore, IPRT may operate free of the
routing protool used for normal routing and ould potentially gain from using separate
link-osts or link-metris. A possible path to follow is to dynamially update the metris
as the trees are built, gradually inreasing the ost of the links inluded in the tree.
Another approah may be to investigate if the Qbits may be used to spread the tra
more evenly during spei failures. I.e. try to balane used outgoing interfaes through
use of Qbits given a spei neighbor node failure. This ould be done loally on eah
node as the use of Qbit only governs the olor of the reovery path.
Another topi for future work may be to investigate the ability to withstand n-failure
situations. The proedure used to provide single failure IP fast reovery with IPRT may
be used to protet against failures that are oherent. However, it is antiipated that other
approahes apart from RT must be used to generate the appropriate trees, and run-time
of suh an algorithm may be of importane.
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Chapter 10
APPENDIX A
Appended to the thesis is a CD-ROM ontaining the following hightlights:
• Readme le
• Soure ode for IPRT Tree Generator
• Soure ode for IPRT J-sim extentions
• Soure ode for J-sim 1.3 v3
• Simple example explaining how to simulate an IPRT enabled network in J-sim
• Topologies and tra matrixes used in this thesis
The Readme le may be found at the root of the CD - speifying further usage and
ontent.
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